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public outcry, not give you much more than information and you will have to
figure out what might be the best plan of action for selves.
BANKS. FRAUDS. SWISS BANKS AND
We have to, as always, refer to the “Big Boys of the New World Order”, the
NEW WORLD ORDER (NW01 BLACKMAIL
Banksters.
And since the most “action” takes place in unfolding in the U.S as
to our writings, you will have to understand that we can skip around the head of
Is this a little too comprehensive
to allow your minds to the pin but it all comes back to examples that the majority of our readers will
thingahappening
in the U.S., and then you.have to connect the
focus on these many topics at once? Well, think of it this way: understand-the
IT IS ALL FUNDAMENTALLY
CONNECTED TO FORM A dots to form the picture.
NEW WORLD ORDER WHERE “YOU” HAVE NO SAY, NO
(Please see Latest NW0 Antics Of The International Banksters, p.6 )
SECURITY,
AND NO “FREE” BANK TO’SERVE YOUFOR YOU WILL SERVE IT.
Let us begin with what is KNOWN and you will be a long
The News Desk, p.2
way out front if you are a long-time reader of CONTACT. Since
Massive Sanctioned Rip-Off 3
’
we get called into court to answer for any possible help we
IIC-IDB-MIF
might give you about these topics, I must, by court orders and
Jigsaw
Puzzle Grows Octopus Legs, p.9
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MEDICINE
BEING
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IN
BY A TROJAN
HORSE!

Excerpted from FOCUS ON THE FAMILY newsletter, by James Dobson, May 1997, [quoting:]
And now a bit of shocking news about education
from the Wushington. Times, Please take time to read
this item with care. It is of extreme importance.
Reporter Lawrence Criner writes, “The Clinton administration appears to be implementing an undisclosed
plan to build a structure for socialized health care-in
effect, using education reform as a Trojan horse to construct a new health care system. Under the plan, publit schools could be transformed into quasi-hospitals
with Medicaid as the funding source.
What this means is that a secret plan has been developed to bypass the Congress and impose socialized
health care on the American people-and
especially
on its children. “Education reform has become the road
to health care reform,” said a lawyer who opposed the
original health care legislation. It calls for the placement of school-based clinics on all the nations campuses, providing students with contraceptive, abortion
counseling, personality testing, mental health screening, instruction in “sexual diversity”, drug therapy to
modify behavior, a sex-education curriculum that (in
the words of Lawrence Criner) “strikes at the heart of
parental responsibility”, and whatever else the liberals want to do with our kids. This is, in part, what
Mrs. Clinton means when she claims, “It takes a village to raise today’s children.”
The “village” about
which she wrote is governmental bureaucracy which
wants to indoctrinate your kids. If you doubt that, read
the wording of the “U.N. Convention on the Rights of
the Child”, which President and Mrs. Clinton support.
Now take note: The secret plan described above was
developed during a seminar funded by the Department
of Education, Nov. 8-9, 1993. We have recently learned
that a blacklist was distributed at that seminar. ACcording to a former offtcial who attended the event,
those in attendance were told not to permit anyone associated with certain organizations to be involved in
the projects. They included Focus on the Family, the
Family Research Council, the Christian Coalition,
Teen-Aid, Campus Crusade for Christ, Eagle Forum,
Josh McDowell Ministry and 22 other Christian min-
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Niamey, Niger, and in the northern Nigerian city of
Kano for the Al-Asr and Friday prayers, were a show
of support for Tripoli. Al-Asr prayers mark the Muslim New Year. The first Friday of the Hijrah marks
the Prophet Muhammad’s exodus from Mecca to
Medina.
The U.S. is seeking a Security Council condemnaistries and conservative organizations. Though Focus tion of the violation, which it said resulted from a
“complicity” by the governments of Libya, Niger and
doesn’t accept government grants or entanglements,
what the Department of Education has done is patently Nigeria. [End quoting]
Ghadafi has agreed to turn the two men over to
illegal, since this seminar was funded with tax dollars. The secretive nature of it reveals that this ad- several other countries, but not the U.S. or Britain for
ministration views conservative Christians as a threat a m trial, which they won’t get from them.
to its liberal agenda. We will continue to oppose masDEAR
CITIZENS :
sive government programs that are designed to intrude
upon parental authority and subject America’s kids to
DO YOU
KNOW
WHERE
YOUR
a radical form of indoctrination.
As Gary Bauer and I
TAXES
ARE GOING7
wrote in Children at Risk, there is a concerted effort to
capture the hearts and minds of our sons and daughExcerpted from FOCUS ON THE FAMILY newsters and thereby redesign the culture. It must not sue- letter, by James Dobson, May 1997, [quoting:]
teed. [End quotiqg]
Brace yourself for this one. After years of controOne way or another, the Elite are determined to versy arising from its support for obscene and profane
%rt”, it’s business as usual for the National Endowcontrol all health care and your children.
ment for the Arts. The contentious congressional hearings from 1995 and the national uproar that ensued
LIBYA DEFENDS
haven’t changed a thing. Rep. Peter Hoekstra, (RFLIGHTS
TO
Mich.), said he was “shocked” by the projects now reRELIGIOUS
CELEBRATIONS
ceiving direct or indirect funding from the NBA. They
Excerpted
from
THE FINAL CALL, ??/97, include pornographic books, films that feature incest,
[quoting:]
oral sex, sado-masochism, sexual torture, child sex and
Libya has warned the United Nations Security explicit homosexual encounters. The worst of the lot
Council against applying the council’s air ban on Libya involved 15 films distributed by Women Make Movto include the recent flights by Muammar Ghadafi has ies, Inc. One of the films was described by a reviewer
as the “hottest [lesbian] sex scene” ever recorded on
taken to fulfill religious obligations.
celluloid.
This came in a reaction May 17 to the
There is a move in Congress to eliminate funding
council’s investigation of
for the NEA next year, (we’ve heard that one before)
Mr. Ghadafi’s
recent
but the President has promised to fight for its continuflight to Niger and Nigeation. He has requested a $36.5 million budgetary inria.
crease. Given the utter paralysis of the Republicans
on any social or moral issue except partial-birth abor“We have come to
know that the U.S. has
tion, we can guess who will probably win this latest
made Islam and Muslims
confrontation!
the alternative enemy in
Just remember, you and I are helping to pay for
place of the defunct Soobscenity and profanity. [End quoting]
viet Union and the EastDo you think this is worth contacting your
ern bloc,” Abuzed Omar
Congressperson about?
Dorda, Libya’s permanent
representative to the U.1+.
RE: WHISTLES
AND
MISSILES
said.
Excerpted from IUEDIA BYPASS,
May 1997,
He told the council to ~uammar
Ghadafi
resist becoming uan mu[quoting:]
“A free press can of course be good or bad, but
brella” for the U.S. “in furthering this animosity”.
Mr. Ghadafi’s flight to Niger and Nigeria, from most certainly, without freedom it will never be anyMay 8-10 in a flotilla of aircraft, violated the U.N. air thing but bad... Freedom is nothing else but a chance
embargo
on Libya in 1992. The ban, on all to be better, whereas enslavement is 8 Certainty Of the
- imposed
flights to and from Libya, was worse.” -Albert Camus
passed because of Libya’s reTelling the truth (or at least what one perceives to
fusal to hand over two airline
bombing suspects to either be the truth) about corruption cover-ups and chicanery
can be hazardous, as more and more whistleblowers
Britain or the United States.
Britain and the United are coming to realize.
The latest example of targeting the messenger inStates accused the two Libyans
of involvement
in the 1988 volves the crash of TWA Flight 800, according to a
mid-air bombing of Pan Am recent article in the =e-zinc”. The Washington Weekiy
<http Nwww.federal.com>, Richard Russell, an aviaFlight 103 over Lockerbie,
Scotland, and of a French UTA tion consultant in Florida, obtained a copy of a radar
airliner over Niger, a year latdr. tape from the Federal Aviation Administration apparMr. Ghadti’s violation of the ently showing a small object rocketing toward the
Boeing 747. The FBI raided Russell’s home [in midban prompted the council’s
Sanctions Committee to inves- March], seized the tape and interrupted his Internet
connection.
tigate.
“The cause of the TWA 800 crash still seems unreHis tour was to have included South Africa but that solved. But the actions of the FBI leave serious suspisegment was aborted before it cion that something awful is being covered up,” the
began, without official expla- article opined. “Any day now, we are expecting to hear
nation. Mr. Ghadafi said mil- FBI agent in charge James Kallstrom announce that
lions of Muslim worshipers in anyone who publicly criticizes the official version of
Africa, who joined him in events will be subject to arrest.”
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In another incident, Carol Howe, a government informant who claims she warned the ATF of plans to
bomb the Murrah Federal Building, was indicted in
mid-March on charges that she compiled a list of bomb
ingredients, acquired photographs of federal of&es in
Tulsa and used her home telephone to distribute racist
information.
“The move looks suspiciously like an attempt to
neutralize Howe as a credible witness with information about advance government knowledge of the Oklahoma City bombing,” according to The Washington
Weekly.
Others who allegedly have been harassed or otherwise targeted by the government in the recent past for
their knowledge of alleged misdeeds as compiled by
the e-zine, include Patrick Knowlton, a witness in Fort
Marcy Park the day Vince Foster died; Fred Whitehurst,
an FBI scientist with knowledge of serious FBI lab misconduct; Chuck Hayes, a “claimed CIA operative with
knowledge of political corruption” who was convicted
of attempting to hire a hit man to murder his son in a
case marred by alleged prosecutorial misconduct; and
Terry Reed and Richard Brenneke, Pilots and CIA operatives with knowledge of government complicity in
drug smuggling. -MB
[End quoting]
The government is speeding up their prosecution
and deading of people who know too much.

up the hair and see what you get.
. In a recent News Desk, Z put in an article about
the similarities of both of the Biairs and the Cfintons.
This article gives even more, plus, on a radio talk show.
on June 4, the host was telling of even more simiiarities of Blair ‘s and Clinton ‘s thinking. j
Bill Clinton and Tony Blair looked at each other
and liked what they saw.
And why not? When the president of the United
States and the prime minister of the United Kingdom
had their first official meeting Thursday, each was, to
some extent, looking at another version of himself.
Different accent, same idea.
Much has been made of the similarities between
the young and energetic president who broke the
opposition’s hold on power by moving his party to the
center and the young and energetic prime minister who
did the same thing across the sea. They even married
two versions of the same woman, a successful lawyer
and feminist role model who out-earns her spouse.. .
[End quoting]
The Elite always take a pattern that works and
keeps repeating it-over and over and over.
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The”Lefty’s” want free speech until someone wants
to tell the truth about them.
INSIDE

CONGRESS

From the INTERNET, The Conspiracy
Vol. 10, Num. 59, [quoting:]

Nation,

Author Ronald Kessler Interviewed On C-Span
“IF THE CAPITOL POLICE ARREST SOMEONE
WHO’S POWERFUL OR IF THEY ARREST A CONGRESSMAN, THEY HAVE TO UN-ARREST THAT
PERSON...AND THIS IS SOMETHING THAT THEY
DO ON A ROUTINE BASIS TO THIS DAY. THAT IS
UNBELIEVEABLE; IT’S LIKE A THIRD WORLD
COUNTRY.
IT MAKES A MOCKERY OF THE
WHOLE JUSTICE SYSTEM.“-Ronald
Kessler, 51261
97

Ronald Kessler, author of the recently released
book, Inside Congress, was interviewed by Brian Lamb
on C-Span, May 26th, 1997. (Thank God for C-Span.)
Following are abbreviated excerpts of that interview.
(A note: Conspiracy Nation recalls a conversation
CAMPUS
TENSE
with Mr. Sherman Skolnick when, apropos of nothing,
OVER
ISLAMIC
SPEAKER
that courageous crusader said, “Oh Brian [sighs],
there’s so much blackmail going on these days.” Do
From
THE
BAKERSFIELD
CALIFORNIAN,
Kessler’s revelations have anything to do with increasFLIGHT
SYSTEM
FAILS,
511l/97, [quoting:]
Plans for a speech by a Nation of Islam disciple ing temperatures in the so-called “Whitewater” invesFrom THE MODESTO BEE, S/19/97, [quoting:]
are aggravating long-standing disagreements at San tigations, brought on in part by Rep. Dan Burton of
Airplanes flying over six states were rerouted and Francisco State University between the group that in- Indiana?
Does Kessler’s book have anything to do with “tit
others were grounded after air traffic controllers lost vited him, the administration and some students.
nearly all communications with pilots after a backup
Khallid Muhammad, who has called Jews “blood- for tat”, in which warring factions throw dirt at each
system failed during a power failure. Technicians re- suckers” and urged the killing of some Whites, was other?
Answer: not known by this editor, but worth constored the system in about an hour Saturday. [End scheduled to give a speech on campus on May 2 1 titled,
quoting]
“Who is Pimping the World?”
sidering.)
Probably more Tit-for-Tat war games or testing
Flyers for the speech list the price for tickets as $7
responses by the Elite. Usually these type of situa- for students and $15 for “Zionists, Uncle Toms and
RONALD KESSLER:. . .the corruption of the Capitions are no longer “accidents or coincidences”. They other White-supremacists”.
tol Police.
are mostly well planned.
The scheduled appearance is angering students on
Here’s the Capitol Police, that are told by Congress
an already tense campus, just days after 6,000 copies if they arrest someone who’s powerful or if they arrest
CLINTON.
BLAIR
SEE
of the student-run newspaper were destroyed.
a congressman, they have to un-arrest that person. It
OWN
REFLECTIONS
Some say members of the Pan African Student was covered up. I mean, “Forget it ever happened.”
Union, which invited Muhammad, threw away the pa- And this is something that they do on a routine basis
New Generation
Of Leaders
See Eye To
pers, published Thursday, because they did not like an to this day. That is unbelievable; it’6 like a Third World
Eye On Big World Issues.
article and editorial about the group’s policies and the country. It makes a mockery of the whole justice sysspeech.
tem.’
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
Members of PASU denied throwing the papers out
BRIAN LAMP: [Reads from book] “. . .Senator EdS/30/97, [quoting:]
but said the newspaper was biased against them and ward M. Kennedy allegedly once almost ran over a
[Talk about clones: take apiece of paper and cover deserved to be destroyed.
Capitol Hill police officer.”
“For the Last four years, the
RONALD KESSLER: Yeah. This is based on 350
administration of San Francisco interviews, almost all on-the-record.
‘Police’ State has consistently
And one of the interviews was with a Capitol Poattacked Black students for voic- lice officer who said that Ted Kennedy, in the 198Os,
ing their contempt for the op was totally drunk and went through a red light and
pressive systems that exist in this almost ran over this officer. And when the officer tried
country and around the world,” to get him in a taxi (because, of course, he wouldn’t
the flyer read. “With the sup arrest him; you do not arrest a congressman), his suport of the Zionist Devils, the perior came over and said, “Do you know what you’re
White Supremacist and the rac- doing? This is Ted Kennedy. Let him go.”
ist cops, the voice of the students
So he did. He gave him his keys and Ted Kennedy
is being silenced.”
went off, totally drunk: could have killed someone;
Troy Nkrumah, a spokesman could have killed himself. This is the way the Capitol
for the 50-member group, said Police operate. This is the way the Capitol Police
the Golden Gater student news- operate to this day.
BRIAN LAMB: Here’s a picture [from your book]:
paper printed incorrect accusations about his organization and “Rita Jenrette (sp?) had sex with her husband, Rep.
called it racist. He also said the John W. Jenrette, Jr., on the steps of the Capitol. She
paper and the administration
later posed for Playboy [magazine]“.
were funded by Zionists who are
RONALD KESSLER: Well that’s certainly a wellout to destroy PASU.
known story. I did interview her, to get the mechanics
“If I was an Uncle Tom, Zi- down of just how it happened.
onist or White supremacist, I’d
The Capitol Police and other “little people”be mad, too. We don’t give a that’s, e.g., the doorkeepers and people like that-see
damn if we offend anyone. We these behind-the-scenes
activities,
It’s things-For
realize that we’re still not free. example, in the Dirksen Building there was a female
We’re still slaves,” he said. [End staffer who used to have sexual trysts on a regular baAssociated Press
quoting ]
sis during coffee break time. The Capitol Police offtc-
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ers themselves were engaged in sex, at night.
And to this day...[Rep.] Sonny Bono, for example,
sexually harassed an intern on his staff. And just recently, the Capitol Police came across a former (very
powerful) Representative Member having sex with a
prostitute in broad daylight, at 5 pm, in his car. And
this former Member had his expired congressional tag,
and waved it. And that was enough to scare off this
Capitol Police officer. He did not investigate further
and, of course, did not arrest him.
BRIAN LAMB: Let me go back to the Sonny Bono
deal (because he’s not here and can’t defend himself):
How do you know that? Do you take her word for it?
RONALD KESSLER: I take her word for it; also,
she confided in 4 congressional employees at the time
it happened, which was last June. And I confirmed
with all 4 of them that she had, in fact, confided to
them at that time. She did not go public; did not file a
complaint.
Two months later, I interviewed her and
she told her story.
BRIAN LAMB: Why would she not file a complaint?
RONALD KESSLER: She was advised by a lot of
people in Congress, “You don’t want to take on a congressman; you’ll ruin your life.” And at the same time,
someone who’s a friend of hers knew me and felt that I
was a responsible journalist. And I convinced her that
this is, you know, for a book (it’s not for the National
Enquirer) and that it’s part of a look at this whole institution and what makes it tick and what’s wrong with
it. And so she felt that, in that format, she felt comfortable coming forward.
BRIAN LAMB: Here’s another picture: Rep.
Charles Wilson introduced legislation to cut defense
appropriations after being told he could not take his
girlfriend, Anna Lee Eschlinko(?), a former Miss U.S.
World, on a Pentagon plane.
RONALD KESSLER: Well this is typical of the just
out-of-control arrogance of Members of Congress. And
it extends to, for example, today having custom-made
furniture made for them by Senate and House employees to the tune of $20,000 per chair! Literally.
We’re talking about just a little chair, not a big
chair. Silk-covered.
And $12,000 stereo consoles,
custom-made silk curtains, custom-made rugs costing
two and three-thousand
percent more than what is
available normally in the House and Senate inventory.
So this is something that’s been covered up until
now, and it’s typical of the perquisites that these same
Members who say, “We have to cut MedicareJMedicaid; we have to cut the deficit,” engage in.
BRIAN LAMB: Here’s a photograph that says,
_
“Teen-age female pages used to put on a show for the
Capitol Police every night by undressing in front of
open windows in this building, which became known
as ‘Virgin Village’.”
RONALD KESSLER: Until a few years ago, the
pages were 14-years-old and totally unsupervised.
Again: a commentary on the irresponsibility of Congress.
FEAR ‘OF CONGRESS
SPIKES
NEWS
STORY
BRIAN LAMB: There was a story in the paper a
couple of days ago that -a feature on 20/20 (on ABC)
about your book was dropped, at the last minute. And
you’re quoted in the article as saying
something
about the motive. What was the motive, in your opinion?
RONALD KESSLER: If you look at the facts, it’s
pretty clear that the motive was simply fear of Congress. The piece had been in the works for about a
month. Both the Washington Post and the New York
Times had syndicated excerpts from this book it had
clearly passed the standards of the most pre-eminent
journalism in the country. The executive producer of
20/20 gave the producer more praise about this piece
after he saw it than at any time during this producer’s
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16-year career at 20120, according to what he told me.
It had also passed the lawyers. It also passed the standards person. .And then, at the last minute, on Thursday night before it was to air, Roone Arledge wanted
to see it-and killed it. And the reason that was given
was, he wanted it to be based on ABC’s own reporting,
because this was sensitive material. Well in fact, most
of it was ABC’s own reporting: it was not me, it was
other people from the book who were on-camera: a
couple of police officers,
former-Senator
Paul
Simon.. .So it was, in fact, first-hand accounts by people
who were eyewitnesses to these activities.
Disney and ABC have a lot of issues before Congress; they have lobbyists who want all kinds of things
out of Congress. And I think it’s pretty clear, given
all the circumstances, that they simply were afraid.

JUNE 10, 1997
quoting]
Sounds like some more terror tactics and misinformation to get you to not do anything to protect yourselves. CONTACT has given you details about remedies for these man-made diseases and about the Elite’s
withholding of any real solutions for the’people who
listen to the Elite killers.
TOYOTA’S
HYBRID
RACES
AHEAD
OF
TECHNOLOGY
CURVE
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
5/??/97, [quoting:]
It’s as simple and quiet as turning on a lamp-just
a flick of the key switches the car on.

NOTE
Regarding Kessler’s allegations
of
Capitol Police covering up the misdeeds of
powerful persons: in light of this, recall
how the Park Police supposedly investigated the strange death of Vince Foster.
[End quoting]
Is there any wonder the Elite act as
they do when we have the best
Congresspersons that MONEY can buy.
AS

MAY SPAWN
GERM
HAZARDS
STRAINS
DEFY
KNOWN
DRUGS

From the INTERNET, 6/l/97, [quotAssociated Press
ing:]
People striving to sterilize their homes The Toyota hybrid car is touted as offering the best of two worlds in
and hands with anti-bacterial soaps may be clean driving by alternating between electric and gasoline power.
fueling the development of dangerous orThere’s barely a stir or a sound as the car glides
ganisms that defy known drugs, an authority on drugresistant strains said Friday.
slowly, the electric motor turning the wheels. But as
Dr. Stuart Levy of Tufts University, president of soon as it begins to accelerate, the gasoline engine kicks
the Alliance for Prudent Use of Antibiotics, said Fri- in.
day the popularity of disinfectant cleaners could not
Part electric car and part gasoline engine, the hyToyota Motor Corp. proudly
come at a worse time-an era when hospitals are dis- brid system-which
charging patients earlier to complete their recoveries showed off to reporters this week-is the best of both
at home.
worlds for a super-clean, economical ride.
-Toyota will become the first automaker in the world
He warned that patients may soon be coming home
to environments rife with organisms that will resist to mass-produce hybrid cars if it keeps its promise to
start selling them in a new model, a passenger car,
conventional drugs.
“My concern is that it’s going to alter the environ- before year’s end.
That would have _beat_-_
out Detroit’s
Big Threement, make it worse for patients who enter the home.”
Levy said he has no evidence that drug-resistant
General Motors, Ford and Chrysler-and
local rivals
organisms have yet evolved in the households as a di- such as Honda Motor Co. and Nissan Motor Co. All
rect result of anti-bacterials.
But he said it is almost are working on hybrid technology. Audi, the luxury
division of Volkswagen, also plans to market a hybrid
assured, considering the proliferation of drug-resistant
car this fall, but production will be limited.
bacteria that has stemmed from society’s over-depenThe secret of the hybrid is that it operates as an
dence upon antibiotics.
Concerns over antibiotic resistance grew last week electric car at lower speeds, when polluting emissions
amid reports that a tough, new strain of the bacterium, are a big problem for gasoline engines. But it also
staphylococcus aureus, had appeared in seven Japanese avoids the trappings of an electric car, which NM out
of juice before it gets very far and needs eight hours
hospitals.
“Staph aureus” is commonly spread from patient for a full recharge.
The hybrid never needs recharging because the
to patient in hospitals, preying especially upon people
who have wounds or who are being treated with tubes gasoline engine charges the battery while the car
and catheters. It is one of the most common causes of runs.
Drivers only need to stop at regular gas stations,
hospital-acquired infections, which together kill 60,030
where they will be pleased to learn, Toyota says, they’re
to 70,000 people in the United States each year.
WOW1 . . .60,000-70,000 a year! ..And you never getting as much as 66 miles a gallon. (End quoting]
Have any of you readers ever wondered how a fully
read about that in the newspapers, do you? (Wait...this
loaded l&wheeled tractor-trailer rig can get anywhere
is from a newspaper!)
The bug has been steadily gaining strength, as the from 4-8 miles per gallon of fuel (from what I’ve been
use of antibiotic medications has spawned new strains told) and then compared that to what you get in your
that are resistant to one or more drugs. The strain vehicles?
Let’s see: Your vehicle-in
comparison-is
very
identified in Japan is resistant to vancomycin, an antibiotic that is used to fight strains that de& all other small; has very little wind resistance; has only 4 small
tires that give road resistance; has very little weight,
medications.
This article goes on, but the message is clear! [End fully loaded and has a very little engine-transmission
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Republic of Texas-You have two cows. You sell
and thus very little friction. An average car gives 20One and buy a bull.
30 miles to a gallon-if
you’re lucky.
Source: The Republic ofTexasMagazine, June 1996
Taking all of the factors given above, why aren’t
806-495-4135, Fax 806~495-2059 [End quoting]
you getting well over 100 miles to a gallon?
I don’t think this course can be shortened beyond
Do you still think the manufacturers are telling you
the truth about the amount of energy that is in a gallon this.
of diesel or gasoline when it is prouerle fed into your
WHAT
PRAYER
CAN DO
vehicle engines?

5

Just as I reached the gate, the door opened and an
attendant stepped through.
Waving my ticket, I
shouted, “Hold that door!” Inside the plane I learned
that since I was considered a no-show, someone else
had been given my seat. The only seat left was next to
the galley. As I eased into it I noticed the young woman
beside me reading a Bible.
“It’s good to see you reading the Bible,” I remarked.
“I’ve never flown before,‘* she said. “I’m afraid.”
From GUIDEPOSTS,
P.O. Box 1479, Carmel,
“Would you like me to pray for you?” I asked.
WEB
DOUBLES
SURFERS
NY 10512, [quoting:]
“I’d be grateful,” she said.
The Los Angeles freeway was unusually congested
As I prayed, our plane moved into position for takeFrom The Costco Connection, June 1997, [quotfor a Saturday morning as a friend drove me to the off. I finished just as the engines were revving up.
ing:]
There are nearly 40 million Americans surfing the airport. We arrived with only five minutes to spare. I Once airborne, my seatmate relaxed a bit and we talked.
Web today, nearly double the 21.5 million estimate of raced to the check-in desk. “I’m booked on the 11:55 She was on hei way to be with her mother, who was
scheduled for surgery. “You’re not going to believe
a year ago. These latest figures come from a Business flight,” I told the attendant.
“I’m sorry, sir,” she said, “that gate is closed.”
this,” she said, “but last night I asked God to have a
Week survey of 1,000 U.S. households.
“I have to preach in New Hampshire tomorrow minister sit beside me today.”
Other stats from the new report include:
I did believe her. Isn’t God wonderful?” -Victor
* Nearly two-fifths of the 40 million surfers are morning,” I said. “What is the gate number?”
She told me, then repeated, ‘But, sir, it’s closed.” G. Dawe, Richmond, Virginia [End quoting]
women. That’s up from a 1995 estimate of 23 percent.
He certainly is.
* About a quarter of all Net users are over 40 years I took off running.
of age.
l About
two-fifths have household incomes exceeding $50,000 a year.
l Whites
represent about 85 percent of the online population.
[End quoting]
Don’t forget the Elite’s goal to have everybody on
the Net and a requirement that you have a card to be
able to activate it so they can feed you only what they
want you to know.
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From INTERNATIONAL
FORUM FOR PLANETARY SOLUTIONS-ORIENTED
NEWS, Winter/
Spring 1997, [quoting:]
It is frequently asked, “What does democracy
mean?” Or, “What is the difference between socialism and fascism?” Rather than presenting a one year
political science course, this short example will introduce everyone to working definitions of various
political theories.
Feudalism-you
have two cows. Your lord takes
some of the milk.
Pure Socialism-You
have two cows. The government takes them and puts them in a barn with everyone else’s cows. You have to take care of all the
cows. Thegovemm ent gives you as much milk as you need.
Bureaucratic Socialism-You
have two cows. The
government takes them and puts them in a barn with
everyone else’s cows. They are cared for by exchicken
farmers. You have to take care of the chickens the
government took from the chicken farmers. The government gives you as much milk and eggs as the regulations say you should need.
Facism-You
have two cows. The government
takes both, hires you to take care of them, and then
sells you the milk.
Pure Communism-You
have two cows. Your
neighbors help you take care oT them and you share
the milk.
Russian Communism-You
have two cows. You
have to take care of them, but the government takes
all the milk

PnrcDemocracy-You
havetwocows.Your neighborsdccidzwhogetsthe milk.
Representative Democracy-You
have two cows.
Your neighbors pick someone to tell you who gets the
milk.
Bureaucracy-You
have two cows. At first the
government regulates what you can feed them and when
you can milk them. Then it pays you not to milk them.
Then it takes both, shoots one, milks the other and
pours the milk down the drain. Then it requires you to
fill out forms accounting for the missing cows.
Pure Anarchy-You have two cows. Either you sell
the milk at a fair price or your neighbors try to take
the cows and kill you.
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Linda Chandler
“Super-Charging
Your Business!”

’

Come learn how to supercharge your business from a professional and watch it explode!
Your
profits
will absolutely
skyrocket after attending this
income enhancing
workshop,
jam-packed
with power skills
for raising capital and making
money!
Linda
has
worked
with
such
as
Apple,
companies
Intel, Toys ‘R Us, the Limitefl,
., Sun Microsystems,
and many
others. With 20 years of experience
and association,
she
brings her first-hand knowledge
and strategies to you during this
exciting and powerful weekend!
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LatestNW0Antics
Of

Now let us continue from Spotlight, June 2, 1997,
by Chris Temple.

[QUOTIN
THE

The

International
from

[Continued

We will start with Spotlight,
Martin Mann.

June 2, 1997, by

[QUOTING:]
INTERNATIONAL

BANKERS

Plutocrats want the U.S. military cut, tax evaders
wiped out and Social Security eliminated.
Behind a facade of starchy institutional conservatism, leading international megabankers are formulating a strategy of radical reforms to “blend” independent
nation-states into a one-world economy run by a global
bureaucracy as reotless as the UN, newly discovered
documents suggest.
Under this doctrine, the “supra-national” administration of the future, .designed to supersede the
“leftover”
constitutional
governance
of countries
such as America, will be
modeled after the International
Monetary
Fund
(IMF)
and the World
Bank-” economic enforcers” already wielding global powers that seemed unimaginable just a decade ago.
Concerned
American
patriots, long preoccupied
with the gradual erosion of
U.S. national identity and
sovereign autonomy, will
see some of their worst fears
confirmed
by internal
World Bank and IMF documents brought to light for
the first time by a month-long Spotlight investigation.
Dismantling the Populist Stote, an internal policy
paper compiled last year by top officials of the IMF and
the World Bank, boldly abandons any pretense that
international
capital is no more a menace than the
familiar neighborhood credit union.

Banl,&ers

FINANCING
GLOBAL
PLANTATION

If you heed the foolhardy

Students of histoj know that in February of 1944as war still raged-bankers
from the Allied nations met
at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire to create the fiFront
Page]
nancial framework for the economic enslavement of
the world that they planned for the post-war era.
The cornerstones of this were supranational, lending
administrative states”,-that
is, international bureau- institutions such as the World Bank and the Internacracies resembling the UN, the IMF and the World tional Monetary Fund.
Bank.
In the 53 years since Bretton Woods, these instituThe main task of these “integrated states” will be tions have methodically sucked hundreds of billions of
the “economic restructuring” of old-fashioned consti- dollars from the western nations (a disproportionate
tutional republics such as the United States. Rejecting amount, as usual, from the United States). The plutoall “leftover populist panaceas”, the one-world admin- crats have usually played to the benevolent tendencies
istrators will enforce “fiscally responsible” measures of the West in requisitioning these vast sums, claiming
that the money would help develop backward nations
such as these:
* Reinforce tax collection. “The prosecution of tax and improve the lives of their respective citizens.
The result has been U.S. taxpayers being forced to
evaders should be stepped up and penalties for tax
finance the further enrichment of the corporate chiefevasion increased,” the World Bank study recommends.
[H: Now for you sleeping local citizens, WHERE IS tains and other “managers” of the Global Plantation.
THE WORLD BANK? WHAT DO THEY MEAN The lot of the working classes in most cases has de“STEPPING UP AND INCREASING PENALTIES
clined.
Financing this criminality with our tax dollars,
FOR TAX EVASION?”
OH YES INDEED, it IS
combined with the destructive
free trade policies of the last
several administrations,
has
had the added impact of millions of Americans
losing
good-paying jobs.
The decade of the 1990s
has seen a significant slowdown in the financing of the
international lending institutions, at least from “public”
sources. Yet, the appetite of
the plutocrats to have someone
else’s capital with which to
exploit workers throughout the
world continues to grow.
Wall Street has come to
the rescue. To replace the billions they are not getting as
readily these days from Americans through their tax
important.]
* Eliminate populist “subsidies” such as public dollars, the plutocrats have sold an incredible bill of
scholarships, commodity supports and state-funded goods to trusting Americans. They have created the fad
unemployment benef’its.
of conning you into investing in “emerging market”
* Sharply cut defense budgets-except
that of mutd
funds.
This incredible “advice” is the toast of Wall Streetthe UN’s “multilateral peacekeeping forces”.
l Curtail
present-day social-security systems. and is also loudly promoted by a number of allegedly
is insidiously serving to
Burki and Edwards, the World Bank policy paper’s “American” newsletters-but
authors, note that private savings levels are important take away jobs from Americans, allow for the further
to sound banking, but “If individuals perceive they will enslavement of citizens of other lands, and enrich those
receive social security benefits from the government
plutocrats.
Patriotic Americans-[especially
dedicated people
when they retire, they will tend to reduce the amount
who know what is taking place]-abhor
the treachery
they save during their economically active years.”
In other words, cutting out social security will of so-called free trade. This treasonous policy-debenefit “sound banking” by forcing people to s&Ye signed to further enrich a handful of big multinational
corporations and their allies-has
resulted in the sysmore while they can still work.
“These are proposals only a denationalized banker tematic dismantling ofbasic American industries. None
could love,” says Dr. Bruno Zimmerman, a sociologist of us like this any more than we have appreciated
who has published several studies on community fi- Washington doling out billions to foreign governments
nance. “But I would not treat them lightly. They and interests.
We can’t have it both ways, folks. We can’t say we
represent the priority program of immensely powerdespise the treachery of our elected leaders when they
ful economic elites who have already globalizedand destroyed-far
too much of the historic Ameri- give our hard-earned money to other countries, and
when they sacrifice the jobs of innumerable Americans
can commonwealth.”
on the altar of free trade-but
turn right around and
support this with our savings.
[END OF QUOTING]

The result has been U.S. taxpayers being forced to finance
the further enrichment of the corporate chieftains and other
“managers” of the Global Plantation. The lbt of the working
classes in most cases has declined.
Financing this criminality with our tax dollars, combined
with the destructive free trade policies of the last several
administrations, has had the added impact of millions of
Americans losing good-paying jobs.

DESTROY

POl%JLISM

Instead, it forcefully argues that global money
managers must turn to “revolutionary” measures to
destroy the historic “populist state” and its code of
patriotism,
cultural classicism and economic autonomy-stubborn
hindrances to the rootless “supranational” statecraft demanded by unfettered global financial markets.
Written largely by Shahid Burki, a World Bank
vice-president in charge of Caribbean andLatin American affairs, and Sebastian Edwards, one of the World
Bank’s senior economic advisers on South America,
the policy study urges breaking up “the economic and
social structures of the traditional nation-state, including its populist Institutions”.
These “outmoded” concepts must be replaced by
“newly invented and constructed.. . integrated, efficient

advice of a variety of

1;;;::
zrlk’j advisors,
you
are
inreali
helping to bankroll the enslavement of the world-and
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It’s time to realize that the fad of “foreign invest- .cal control and manipulation.
ing” has not only been of no general investment merit
The Keynesian agenda of artificial growth and
but has served the added, heinous purpose of destroying
inevitable recession (boom/bust in US parlance) is
the U.S. economy and industrial base. The National largely avoided when a currency is based on real wealth
Investor reports on superior investment returns that are (gold), which cannot be so manipulated.
The US lost
available right here in the good old U.S.A.
that safety belt in August 1971, when Nixon cut off all
gold redemption for the $ (dollar). Since then the US
has steadily inflated and engineered what must ulti[END OF QUOTING]
mately result in the destruction of its own currency.
Now, readers, we are going to talk a bit about
Switzerland and the theft of gold from the Jews. I want
IMAGINARY
MONEY
you to know, however, that Franklin Roosevelt is reFrom that time on, Switzerland alone has acted as
sponsible personally for far more shifting of assets and
gold belonging to EVERYBODY else into his own a monetary stabilizer to the international community.
pockets and into the pockets of his high-level political In an era of imaginary money, investors recognize
cronies. With that in mind and knowing what you may without difficulty the difference between a gold guarknow about the claims against Swiss banks in this antee and a purely fictitious guarantee offered by paper.
To repeat, it is the gold in the coffers of the Swiss
recently constructed assault against Switzerland and
her stability as the World Bank, IMF, and New World National Bank which gives such solidity to the Swiss
Order set up business in Belgium, we are going to look franc, making the services of its private bankers so
at some hard, cold FACTS regarding this conjured attractive to international investors, and explaining
messup. [See also the article we run on page 7 of the the incredible development and strength of its banks.
5/27/97 issue of CONTACT.]
It is the Swiss currency’s obligatory tie to gold that
I am now going to share with you an article FROM gives the Sf (Swiss franc) an international reference
SOUTH AFRICA on the topic of Switzerland and gold value. The presence on world markets of a currency
and banks, etc. I have no references to share as the attached to the reality of precious metal prevents the
papers were faxed with no article or publication infor- various central banks from freely creating artificial
mation.
wealth, with all its deadly consequences.
In an extended period of global economic chaos,
only the Sf has shown any long-run stability. To the
[QUOTING:]
despair of investors, exporters and tourists alike, the
SWISS
BANKS
rest of the world’s currencies, including the USS, are
& NW0
BLACKMAIL
churning around in floating exchange rates. It is this
disciblinarv function of eold that is so irksome to
other ba&ers, especially US politiTen years ago SA was the whipping boy of the politicians-and
cians, always so eager to buy votes with promises of
world, a pariah state subjected to the most high-voltage
propaganda nation-assassination
campaign in history. “something for nothing” and therefore heavily depenIt worked. Soon, White control was overthrown. Mr. dent on the printing presses.
Mandela’s Marxist-dominated
ANC/SACP alliance,
All of which makes Switzerland a very bothersome
inept and hopelessly inexperienced, was installed and competition to the globalist gurus. Adding insult to
SA was well on its way to ruin. Another formerly injury, the major Swiss banks have now reached the
stable, viable and prosperous nation state destroyed in point of competing very seriously with their US
Almost
counterparts on their own home territory.
accordance with US/New World Order design.
Now we have a new and similar victim state: Swit- every US city today boasts branches of the Big Three
zerland. For almost two years now Switzerland and its Swiss banks. eating ever deetrer into US financial
banks have been subject to an orchestrated interna- markets.
Switzerland has accordingly in recent years undertional assault, almost surrealistic in its intensity.
Charge? That the Swiss banks still hold Holocaust gone immense political, financial and industrial pres“gold without heirs” in the form of gold bars bought sure to integrate itself into the NW0 and, in particular,
to join the European Union. EU membership would of
from Germany in WW2.
So biased, so hostile, has been the sustained propa- course require the Swiss to dismantle border controls,
ganda against this decent and orderly little country that eliminate the bank secrecy laws, impose the dreaded
one could easily conclude that it was Hitler’s active Value Added Tax and demolish its ultra-democratic
collaborator in WW2, that its wealth was entirely built referendum system, all calculated to demolish the
on Jewish misery. Quite obviously, as with SA earlier, country’s existing role in world markets.
Inmost countries throughout the European Union
this psychological and semantic war being waged against
Switzerland and its banks is a smokescreen for some- voters have been duped by the politicians, themthing much bigger: something of global importance.
selves under the bidding of their political paymasAnd it is none too difftcult to identify just what that ters, into ever-greater surrender of long-held selfcomponent is. Quite simply, Switzerland is the sole governing power to the supranational bureaucracy
remaining block preventing the final establishment of in Brussels. Only the Swiss politicians
the US-inspired One World socialist utopia. Zpsofucto,
stood out as an honourable exception.
Switzerland, with its immense financial weight and That is, until the cooked-up drama of the
sturdy national independence, must be destroyed. Let’s Jewish “gold without heirs” was used to
review the current state of affairs.
compromise their position.
True centre of the debate relates to Switzerland’s
They can now expect to come under
financial position in the world: prime object of the the huge pressure not only to join the EU
campaign, destruction of Swiss independence, wealth but also the highly contentious European
and financial clout. Nor should it be forgotten that Monetary Union (EMU), with its prowhile 40% of transnational investments pass through posed single currency, forerunner to a
the US, no less than 30% go through Switzerland.
s global currency. That would mean that
Switzerland’s biggest asset is its reputation as... currency stability worldwide would-be a
[line missing] . . . world’s most secure financial haven, thing of the past. The establishment of
as a repository of wealth. That reputation is heavily such a policy is purely political and has
reinforced by the fact that Switzerland is the only no foundation in common sense. Which
country in the world with a gold-backed currency. is exactly why the Swiss very wisely
Gold backing gives currency great stability, impos- wanted nothing to do with it.
For Switzerland
to do otherwise
ing strict monetary and financial discipline, in contrast to paper money, always so vulnerable to politi- would mean national disaster, losing
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hundreds of thousands of well-paying jobs and billions
of dollars in foreign investment.
However, to the
internationalists
the destruction of the stable Swiss
currency is now regarded as of prime importance. . . and
for very good reason.
GLOBAL

CRASH

Potential for a major global crash in the financial
markets continues very high: most threateningly, in the
grossly overblown US stock-market. The most powerful banker in the world, US Federal Reserve chairman,
Alan Greenspan, has warned that the US stock market
is severely over-valued; that this market has rallied to
absurd levels-” irrational exuberance has unduly inflated asset value.”
On February 26 he again sounded the alarm when
he uttered the ominous word “bubble” and referred to.
“excesses” in the financial market, saying that when
exuberant” they create
investors get “irrationally
“bubbles which finally burst”. Evidence of the dangers
in the situation are provided in the US federal debt
which today stands at $5 trillion and unfunded liabilities (social security, federal pensions, government liabilities) nearing $18 trillion.
Small wonder that both the US and the internationalists are desperate to see the collapse of their most
difficult competitor, and are prepared to stoop to any
deceit and duplicity to bring this about. The claims
about the Jewish “gold without heirs” therefore came
like manna from heaven. And have been brilliantly
exploited by a very dangerous US triad: The New York
Jewish lobby, US bankers and the Jewish lobby inthe Senate.
The ironic asuect to this amoral pursuit of the
unfortunate Swiss is that it is largely buiit on bluff. US
and Jewish spokesmen claim this is “a political time
bomb that has been ticking away for half a century”.
Pure hokum. The US State Department learnt about
these relatively modest amounts of Jewish “gold without heirs” from captured German documents in 1945.
Historians in the 1980s wrote about the matter in detail.
So why only now, 53 years after the end of WW2, do we
see this sudden astonishing excess of hysterical and
pretended moral outrage?
NAZI

LOOT

Further, Avraham Burg, chairman of the powerful
Jewish Agency, hds openly admitted his own highly
suspect part in the charade. After hearing news reports
about Nazi loot and Holocaust victims’ assets sitting
unclaimed in Swiss banks, he sent out a news release.
Hundreds of millions of dollars rightfully belonging to
Jews were still being held in Swiss banks, he claimed.
He demanded return of the money. In February Burg
acknowledged that he “didn’t have u thing. We just
suw it in thcpaprr and said we’d like to explore it. We
kept pressing,
and all o/ a sudden the whole world
collapsed. n

Burg’s efforts were quickly followed up by Edgar

?age
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Bronfman, Sr., president of the New York-based World
Jewish Congress-and,
equally, the super-rich owner
of the multimillion Seagram liquor company, and a
leading NW0 enthusiast.
The Journal de Geneve,
j/5/97, wrote: “Edgar Bronfman estimates that if the
Swiss bankers do not seize this unique opportunity to
re-establish their reputation, he foresees ‘the end of
Switzerland as a great world banking centre, for every
essential mark of confidence will have disappeared’.”
Bronfman did not add that this threatened “disappearance* was the sole purpose behind this ever-escalating frontal attack. From then on, the Swiss banks
really took it on the chin. The World Jewish Congress
called for a world boycott of the three major Swiss
banks: Union Bank of Switzerland, Credit Suisse and
the Swiss Bank Corporation,
Many Jewish groups claimed that-mostly
through
“numbered accounts”-Swiss
banks robbed their people
of great fortunes, perhaps as much as $3 to $7 billion.
Few submitted these figures to any realistic ussessment. The FACTS are that the Swiss had no necessity
to enrich themselves by cheating others.
Always a hardworking, thrifty and honest people,
Switzerland was already a wealthy country before WW2
and did not need to fatten on Jewish tragedy. But even
if it were true that $3 to $7 billion (both highly inflated
figures) were “stolen” from the Jews, for a country with
a GNP of USSZOO BILLION it would be a drop in the
bucket. Swiss wealth has origins other than numbered
bank accounts.
As usual, the international media proved active
participants in this display of inordinate hostility. The
London Sunday Times, 319197, published a photo montage showing the gates of Auschwitz concentration
camp, with the Nazi sloganArbeitA4acht Frei above it,
this opening up on an idyllic Swiss Alps countryside,
wr::i the big inscriptions BLOOD MONEY and the
5azi swastika and Swiss flag woven together. Intended
message’? Surely that the much coveted wealth of the
Swiss banks came largely from plunder robbed throughout Europe by Nazi Germany!
The Wall Street Journal described the alleged involvement of the owners and top management of the
private Rothschild Bank AG in racketeering, money
laundering and even murder.
Time magazine gave
unusual prominence to a letter reading: “Until this
situation is resolved, people should treat Switzerland
the same way they do Libya, Iran or any other outlaw
nation.”
In tactics very familiar to South Africa, New York
City Council leaders threatened to halt investment in
Swiss banks to increase pressure for the “repayment of
$7 billion”.
US Senator Alfonse D’Amato wanted
Switzerland to establish a SA-style “truth commission”
to examine Nazi collaboration.
SA leaders never fully understood the nature of the
juggernaut bearing down on them. Nor, it seems, did
the Swiss. In a rather forlorn effort to reduce the heat,
the three major Swiss banks set up a $5 billion foundaComtion to help victims of poverty and injustice.
pounding this blunder, on 315197, Swiss President
Arnold Koller announced the establishment of a Swiss
Humanitarian Foundation. Annual interest, running
into many millions, would be used each year to assist
in catastrophic
circumstances
in Switzerland
and
abroad.
In an even more fatal mistake, in the circumstances, Koller told Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu that he regretted “the monstrous, unspeakable wrong of the Holocaust”. If the Swiss perceived
this as a peace offering, they were much mistaken.
While the gestures were well received by some Jewish
groups, others saw it as capitulation and acclaimed
victory. The fallout went further. Burg went on record,
36197, that he was “now in the middle of negotiation
with 19 different governments... we needed a legal
model elsewhere. Now we have it.”
Now, too, the Americans who have increasingly
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the US criticism is a front for a hidden agenda: to smash
the Swiss banking secrecy laws and so demolish the
wealthy country’s role as an international financial
centre.”
Quite so. But maybe the Swiss will prove more
durable than was South Africa. They are currently
buying into top US financial institutions. This month
they did a deal with Reed-Dillon. In that way they will
be in direct partnership with powerful US financial
institutions, making it a lot tougher for US NW0
interests to proceed against them.

treated Switzerland as a US colony, have shown their
hand. This month Washington released a 2 11 -page
report signed by Under Secretary of Commerce, Stuart
Eizenstat, claiming the Swiss banks took in $42.4
million in looted WW2 gold, worth more than $4.25
BILLION at present prices. Eizenstat pronounced this
“one of the greatest thefts in history”. No one apparently thought of asking him how much the US banks
themselves hold of funds transferred
by fearful Europeans in WW2.
[H: BILLIONS OF $55 AND
NOBODY TO QUESTION IT. THE US, FURTHERMORE, CONTINUES TO FREEZE ACCOUNTS OF
COUNTRIES WHO HAVE ANYTHING STASHED
IN THE US ON THE PRETEXT OF BAD POLITICAL RELATIONS AND NATIONAL SECURITY.]
Can the Swiss financial institutions much longer
retain their uniquely safe status? Hopefully, the answer
is “yes,” though their financial capitulation to such
blatant blackmail and Koller’s mea culp have undoubtedly seriously weakened their case. As the Toronto
Star recently observed, “There is a growing feeling that

ORDER

AND, a major B.S. to the last sentence of the above
paragraph!! This is just the formation of the merger
and take-over PLAN. I would close this writing for this
morning, please. [Editor 3 note: Please also see Port
II of Rick Martin’s investigation into the financial
octopus called the Inter-American Investment Corporation, on page 9.1

NOW
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II:

Inter-American Investment Corporation (UC)
Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
The Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF)
6/2/97

Taking

A Closer

Articles of Incorporation,
This deduction was confirmed by a spokesman for the Inter-American Investment Corporation, who told me that the corporation
was formed “by treaty”.

Chairman Jerry M. Patterson: Good morning and
welcome, ladies and gentlemen, to a hearing where we
will be taking testimony on the administration’s request for authority for the United States to join and
contribute an initial $50 million to a new multilateral

ministration, before the subcommittee by itself to try
to meet the various Budget Committee deadlines in
March and May.
Similarly, the Senate’s report authorizing the IDA
VII replenishment stated that the Senate authorizing
committee, Foreign Relations, in considering the IIC
had “deferred action on the administration’s request
since it was not forwarded to the Senate until March
and therefore Members had little time to consider it.”
The inclusion of funding for the IIC in the Senate
Appropriations Committee’s fiscal year 1985 recommendation underscores the continued interest in some
quarters in the proposal, although I do not expect the
unauthorized appropriation to become law and I recommend which can profitably use additional capital.
Further, the plan is to limit the IIC to making loans
and equity investments in firms that are majority owned
and controlled by the domestic private sector.
Balanced, noninflationary economic growth with
employment creation is one of the most important objectives the IDB should be pursuing. I believe the IICdirectly through its project activities and indirectly
through its spin-off effects on IDB program-can
make
a productive contribution to this objective.
I would like to assure the members of the subcommittee that we will review very carefully the IIC’s
projects and programs. We will also. make every effort
to assure that the IIC uses its recourses in a catalytic
fashion, drawing in local and foreign financial and

private corporations in Latin America, to-make loans
to them directly and through linancial intermediaries
in Latin America, and to offer technical assistance.
As members of our subcommittee will recall, the
administration completed negotiations on the proposed
new facilities on November 5, 1983. Congress was presented with a proposal on the matter on March 13,
1984~after I objected to Treasury’s plan to send a draft
bill a month later. From the information available, I
had and still have serious doubts about the need for a
new bureaucracy of this sort at this time. Therefore, I
brought IDA, the other part of the request of the ad-

convertible currencies. These contributions are all the
more impressive as expressions of support because they
come at a time when many countries in the region are
severely short of foreign exchange. Nonetheless, the
24 Latin American and Caribbean borrowing countries
have agreed to provide about $110 million, which is
55 percent or the capital shares. Eight nonregional
industrialized countries will subscribe to $39 million,
or 19.5 percent of the capital.
After consultations with Members of Congress from
both Houses, the administration has indicated its readiness to provide $51 million, or $12.75 million per year

RICK MARTIN
[QUOTING:]

In Part I of this investigation, on the Front Page of
the May 27, 1997 issue of CONTACT, I presented a
seemingly convoluted array of documentation which is
THE blueprint for many of the nefarious activities utilized by covert operatives throughout
the world.
“Hiding in plain sight” seems to be THE method. After all, WHO is paying attention to the kinds of sophisticated gamesmanship that is unfolding with each
passing day?
Now, with the assistance of additional key information in this ever larger jigsaw puzzle, let’s take a
much closer look at the Inter-American
Investment
Corporation, its purpose, and how, through the interaction with the Inter-American Development Bank, it
accomplishes it’s appointed tasks.
In reviewing all of the documentation thus far, it
seems obvious that the Inter-American
Investment
Corporation is not a corporation at all, but rather A
CONTRACT BETWEEN COUNTRIES UNDER THE
AUSPICES OF TREATY LAW. The terms of the contract are in the “form” of Articles of Incorporation.
Member countries who have. contributed (with U.S.
dollars) agree to-the terms of the “contract”. i.e.. the
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over 4 years, which would give the United States 25.5
percent of the capital shares.
The proposed legislation submitted by the administration to authorize U.S. membership in the IIC, intraduced by Mr. Bereuter as H.R. 5474, will general!y
accord the IIC the same status under U.S. law as other
development banks enjoy. This means the IIC would
have the same privileges and immunities as the other
MDB’s, including immunity of officers and employees
from legal process for acts performed in their official
capacities; relief from most immigration and alien registration restrictions; the inviolability of the archives;
and, immunity for the IIC from all taxation and customs duties.
The administration believes that the primary engine of regional economic development in coming years
will be the private sector. However, unstable economic
conditions in Latin America have seriously impeded
the growth of the private sector and placed domestic
financial systems under a strain. At the same time,
the growing international economic recovery will be
generating more opportunities for productive investment. It is imperative that the administration’s request
be enacted as quickly as possible to enable the IIC to
avail itself of these emerging opportunities.
The United States has joined with almost 30 other
countries who are eager for the IIC to begin playing
its important role in the region’s economic development. [END QUOTING.]
INTER-AMERICAN
INVESTMENT
CORPORATIONS
In a phone call made on May 29, 1997 to the Superintendent of Corporations for the District of Columbia, when inquiring as to the incorporation date of the
Inter-American Investment Corporation, the response
came:
“I have an Inter-American Investment Corp., incorporated in D.C. on July 2 1, 1958. They did not tile
an annual report at that time, so we revoked the corporation in September 1961. So there are no Directors
or Officers. The file has been retired. There is no
current corporation by that name.”
When checking with the Delaware Division of Corporation, the response came:
“We do have a corporation by the name of Inter-
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American Investment Corporation, incorporated on
May 2 1, 1991. There was a name change on June 4,
1991 to Austral American, Inc. Very lightly written
by hand, I can hardly make this out, is: J. Scott Perry,
President; A. Roberts, Director. Those are the only
two listed officers.”
When checking with the Secretary of State of Nevada, the following “sound-alike” names popped up:
Interamerican Management Corporation-1997
Inter-American Manufacturers and Assemblers of
GA-1996
Inter-American Marketing Corporation-1989
Interamerican Marketing Group, Ltd.-l995
Inter-American Properties, Inc.-l986
Interamerican Seafood Corporation-199
1
Interamerican Traders, Inc.-l99 1
Inter-Americas Insurance Corporation-1990
In checking the list of officers for the Inter American Properties, Inc. we find the following:
Filippo
Dollfus, President; Albert0 G. Camerini (Switzerland),
Secretary and Treasurer (Montreal, Quebec).
But, of course, “officially”, there is no actual Inter-American Investment Corporation in the traditional
sense of the word “corporation”.
THE INTER-AMERICAN
INVESTMENT
CORPORATION
IN ITS OWN WORDS

(IIC)

[QUOTING:]
The Inter-American Investment Corporation (IIC)
is a multilateral investment corporation. It began operations in 1989 to promote the economic development
of its Latin American and Caribbean member countries
through financing of small and medium private enterprise.
Through direct loans and equity investments for
companies and lines of credit to local financial intermediaries, the IIC helps businesses to start up, expand,
and modernize their operations. As a complement to
these main activities, the IIC offers fee-based advisory
services.
Small and medium-sized
companies are the
Corporation’s main customers, especially those that
have difficulty raising financing from other sources on
reasonablE terms. In a sense, IIC financing is seed money,
The Corporation serves as a catalyst for attracting other resources: additional financing, technology, and know-how. These resources are mobilized through cofinancing
and syndication,
support for security
underwritings,
identifying joint venture
partners, and facilitating transfers of technology and know-how.
Lending and investment in any setting
entail evaluation of each project’s soundness
and chances of success. In this preliminary
evaluation process, the IIC advises clients
on project design and financial organization
and helps them to structure their financial
plan.
As a natural outgrowth of its project financing, the IIC offers fee-based advisory
services. These services include counseling private companies on financial engineering and corporate reorganizations, and
helping member governments modernize
their foreign investment policies and develop capital markets. The Corporation also
advises member governments
on the
privatization of state-owned companies.
To obtain IIC financing, projects must
offer profitable investment opportunities.
They must also further economic development in some way: by creating jobs, generating%etforeigntirrency
&ome;Tacili-
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tating the transfer of resources and technology, and/or
promoting the economic integration of Latin America
and the Caribbean.
Any environmentally
sensitive
project must include specific preventive or restorative
measures.
The IIC Board of Governors consists of a representative from each member country. Voting power is
proportional to each country’s paid-in shares. The
Board of Governors appoints a Board of Executive Directors to which significant responsibilities are delegated.
The Corporation is part of the Inter-American Development Bank Group. The IIC is legally autonomous,
and its resources and management are separate from
those of the Inter-American Development Bank.
Thirty-four
countries are shareholders
in the
IIC; twenty-four
Latin American and Caribbean
countries:
Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados, Bolivia, Brazil,
Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti,
Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama,
Paraguay, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay, and
Venezuela.
Also, seven European countries:
Austria, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland.
Additionally:
Israel, Japan, and the United States.
The IIC is located at 1300 New York Ave. NW,
Washington, D.C. The telephone and fax numbers, respectively. are (202) 623-3900 and (202) 623-2360.
[END QUOTING.]
THE INTER-AMERICAN
DEVELOPMENT
BANK
IN ITS OWN WORDS
[QUOTING:]
The Inter-American Development Bank, the oldest and largest regional multilateral development institution, was established in December of 1959 to help
accelerate economic and social development in Latin
America and the Caribbean. [Seems to correspond with
the 1958 incorporation date for the Inter-American
Development Corporation in the District of Columbia.]
The Bank was created in response to a longstanding
desire on the part of the Latin American nations for a
development institution that would focus on the pressing problems of the region. A resolution calling for
the creation of such a bank was adopted at the First
Inter-American Conference, held in Washington, D.C.
in 1890. In 1958 President Juscelino Kubitschek of
Brazil proposed that the countries of the Hemisphere
embark upon a bold cooperative effort to promote the
economic and social development of Latin America.
His proposal received support throughout the Hemisphere and shortly thereafter a special committee of
the Organization of American States drafted the Articles of Agreement establishing the Inter-American
Development Bank.
The Bank’s,original membership included 19 Latin
American and Caribbean countries and the United
States. Subsequently, eight other Western Hemisphere
nations, including Canada, joined the Bank. From the
beginning, the Bank developed links with many industrialized countries on other continents and in 1974 the
Declaration of Madrid was signed to formalize their
entry into the Bank. Eighteen nonregional countries
joined the Bank between 1976 and 1993. Today Bank
membership totals 46 nations. The Inter-American
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Investment Corporation (IIC), an autonomous affiliate
of the Bank, was established to promote the economic
development of its 34 member countries by financing
small and medium-scale private enterprises.
In its 36 years of operations, the Bank has become
a major catalyst in mobilizing resources for the region.
The Bank’s Charter states that its principal functions
are to utilize its own capital, funds raised by it in financial markets, and other available resources, for financing the development of the borrowing member
countries; to supplement private investment when private capital is not available on reasonable terms and
conditions; and to provide technical assistance for the
preparation, financing, and implementation of development plans and projects,
In carrying
out its mission, the Bank has
mobilized financing for projects that represent a
total investment of $206 billion. The Bank’s annual lending has grown dramatically from the $294
million in loans approved in 1961 to 36.7 billion in
1996.
The Bank’s operations cover the entire spectrum
of economic and social development. In the past, Bank
lending emphasized the productive sectors of agriculture and industry, the physical infrastructure sectors
of energy and transportation and the social sectors of
environmental and public health, education and urban
development.
Current lending priorities include poverty reduction and social equity, modernization and
integration, and the environment.
During the 1960s and 1970s the Bank was a pioneer in financing social projects such as health and
education. In fact, the Bank’s first loan, approved in
February of 1961, was for improving the water and
sewage system of Arequipa, Peru. The Bank has made
an effort to see to it that its lending operations directly
benefit low-income populations. Its innovative Small
Projects Program seeks to provide small financings to
microentrepreneurs
and small-scale farmers and since
1990 the Bank has broadened its support to the informal sector. In recent years, the Bank has financed sector reform loans and debt reduction programs. In 1995,
it began lending up to 5 percent of its ordinary capital
resources directly to the private sector, without government guarantees.
The financial resources of the Bank consist of the
ordinary capital account comprised of subscribed capital, reserves and funds raised through borrowing and
Funds in Administration, comprised of contributions
made by member countries. The Bank also has a Fund
for Special Operations for lending on concessional
terms for projects in countries classified as economically less developed. An additional facility, the Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF), was created in 1992
to help promote and accelerate investment reforms and
private-sector development throughout the region. In
1994, the Bank’s member countries agreed to a $41
billion increase in the Bank’s resources. Member countries’ subscriptions to the Bank’s capital fund consist
of paid-in and callable capital, A paid-in subscription
is in the form of a cash paym’ent and itpresents a minor portion of a member’s subscription (under the
Eighth General Increase in the Resources of the Bank,
the paid-in portion represents only 2.5 percent of a
member’s subscription). The major part of a member’s
subscription is in the form of callable capital or guarantees of the Bank’s borrowings in the world’s financial markets.
The Bank has borrowed funds for its operations
from the capital markets of Europe, Japan, Latin
America, the Caribbean and the United States. The
Bank’s debt is AAA rated by the three major rating
services in the United States [wonder who controls
t!tosc), and is accorded equivalent status in the other
major capita1 markets.
The Board of Governors is the Bank’s highest authority, on which member country is represented. Governors are usually Ministers of Finance, Presidents of
Central. Banks of ,officerg
of comparable rank. The
(j,, tr-,‘,.:!’
‘ I ;l*L Gl,
, I ci )‘I”.:‘$“.

Board of Governors has delegated many of its operaiional powers to the Board of Executive Directors,
which is responsible for the conduct of the Bank’s operations.
The Bank, whose headquarters are in Washi. :on,
D.C., has Country Offices in each of its borrowing
[END
member counties and in Paris and Tokyo.
QUOTING.]
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[QUOTING:]
Latin America and the Caribbean are home to
roughly 475 million people. The region’s total “domestic” product is approximately $1.3 trillion.
For
researchers, public officials and business people interested in the economies, political systems and cultures
of the Americas, these are important numbers. These
and many other kinds of data, including up-to-date
estimates of balance of payments, income distribution
and non-financial public sector statistics, are available
on the IDB’s economic, trade and social databases,
maintained by the Statistics and Quantitative Analysis
Unit, some of them in searchable formats, many of them
revised on a monthly basis.
In addition to the statistical databases, the IDB also
produces a considerable amount of original research
on the region it serves, including Working Paper series on sectorial topics (microenterprise, forestry, energy demand) and country economic assessments. The
principal coordinator of this varied research program
is the Bank’s OffIce of the Chief Economist, which
works closely with the Bank’s regional operations departments in providing guidance on loan project preparation, and also maintains close ties with leading
worldwide research and academic institutions through
an extensive program of seminars, conferences and
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workshops.
Since its founding in 1959, one of the IDB’s priorities has consistently been to foster the economic
integration of Latin America and the Caribbean. The
Institute for the Integration of Latin America and the
Caribbean (INTAL), an institution supported by the
Bank, offers detailed statistical information on the volume of trade among members of the hemisphere’s subregional groups (Mercosur, Caricom and NAFTA to
name just three.) And the Bank’s own Integration and
Regional Programs Department (INT), in addition to
administering the Bank’s regional technical assistance
program (which in 1996 led to the approval of some
$50 million in grants), supports the work of intergovernmental groups through initiatives
such as the
publication of Periodic Notes on Trade and Zntegration.
Another important facet of the Bank’s research
activities is its work in the social sectors. In keeping
with the mandate of the Board of Governors that the
Bank address squarely with its lending programs the
social “deficit” that troubles the region, the InterAmerican Institute for Social Development (INDES)
trains dozens of public-sector officials and representatives from civil society in the region and publishes a
series of monographs devoted to issues in fields such
as education, health and the delivery of services to
needy populations.
The financing of social and economic development
programs in Latin America and the Caribbean brings
with it a vast array of business opportunities for suppliers of goods and services from each of the IDB’s 46
member countries. In 1996 alone, IDB loans resulted
in the award of some 3,500 contracts for civil works
construction, the supply of goods and equipment and
the provision of consulting services (by firms as well
as individuals).
In the same years, roughly $4.1 billion were disbursed to contractors as a consequence of
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the Bank’s lending program.
The main source of information about the upcoming procurement and business opportunities generated
by the Bank’s lending is the monthly magazine IDB
Projecls [c/o: IDB Bookstore (202) 623-17531 which
contains a listing of individual projects being considered for possible financing by the IDB (also known as
the project “pipeline”). Paragraphs describing each of
these proposed operations are broken out by country
and by sector. By checking these listings, interested
suppliers can track the progress of projects as they move
through successive stages of preparation.
in many
cases the executing agency contacts provided in each
of these short descriptions prove to be the single most
important piece of information the Bank can provide,
affording a chance for prospective bidders to learn
about the context in which tenders will be carried out
and allowing for marketing of products and/or technical expertise.
For those new to the IDB and its procurement polities and practices, the IDB offers a series of business
briefings at headquarters in Washington (and, in concert with its speakers’ bureau, the Country Offices and
the members of the Board of Executive Directors at
various locations in North and South America, Europe
and Japan). 111addition to the “regular” series of briefings, which provide an overview of doing business on
Bank-financed projects in combination with sector speciflc presentations on infrastructure, social and environmental projects, two new series focus on the IDB’s
work in private-sector financing and a “hands-on” appreach to bidding on specific procurement opportunities.
The “rules” governing procurement conducted with
IDB financing are spelled out in Basic Procuremenf
Policies and Procedures of the IDB. Contract award
information is published in the pages of IDB Projects
magazine. The source for additional information regarding procurement procedures is the Procurement
Policy and Coordination Unit.
The IDB Group consists of three related institutions that play an important role in the development
of Latin America and the Caribbean. Historically, the
Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB) has supported projects carried out by the public sector in the
borrowing countries of the region. While many of these
projects help to create the enabling environment so
important for private sector activity, they did not involve direct lending to the private sector. However,
the Bank has begun to work more directly with the private sector, to which end the Inter-American Investment Corporation (IIC), the Multilateral Investment
Fund (MIF), and the Private Sector Department (PRI)
at the Bank have been established.
The Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB) is
an international financial institution composed of 46
member countries, of which 20 are non-borrowing
countries and 26 are borrowing countries in Latin
America and the Caribbean. All of lending instruments
of the IDB are designed to support economic development in the region. While most af its lending activities have been in the private sector, in recent years,
the Bank has been promoting private sector investment
in development. The IDB’s involvement in an operation provides a level of comfort to private-sector investors and commercial lenders, given its long history
of lending in the region and support for economic reform.
The Bank is the largest source of public finance
for development projects, lending between $6-7 billion
per year to the region. The loans are made in the borrowing countries, and operations are carried out by
governmental agencies.
The Bank has three regional departments responsible for the lending program in the public sector, ineluding operations that ultimately provide finance to
the private sector. The IDB office in each borrowing
country in Latin America and the Caribbean provides
support in project design, evaluation and execution.
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A large part of the Bank’s lending since 1961, when
it made its first loan, has been for investment projects.
About half of the Bank’s public-sector lending is direct to social sectors-education,
health, water, sanitation and urban development. The rest is dedicated
to directly productive sectors and infrastructure.
The Bank loans in the public sector generate substantial business opportunities for the private sector
for all member countries as proceeds finance goods and
services for project execution, such as design, feasibility studies, construction supervision and contracts
to supply goods, equipment and civil works.
IDB public-sector loans are granted only to the
borrowing countries of the region; however, firms from
all member countries, including the non-borrowing
countries, are eligible to supply goods and services for
these projects.
GLOBAL

CREDITS

For many years, the IDB has recognized the need
for credit in the private sector of Latin America and
the Caribbean, including for small and medium enterprises (as well as microentrepreneurs).
Since the cost
of making small loans directly to the private sector is
high, the Bank funnels resources via intermediary tinancial institutions. The IDB makes a global loan to a
second-tier bank, which, in turn, lends the funds to
intermediary commercial institutions. These are able
to make loans as small as $500 to microentrepreneurs
and larger loans to small and medium enterprises. The
global credit operations provide finance for fixed assets, permanent working capital and export credit, generally for small-scale industry, commerce and agriculture projects (rarely infrastructure).
With the scope of global credit operations, the Bank
makes loans specific to microenterprise, which also are
disbursed through intermediary financial institutions.
Microentrepreneurs
can access short-term finance for
working capital or long-term finance for fixed assets.
Firms may contact the IDB’s office in the borrowing
country to determine if this financing is available
through intermediary institutions.
POLICY-BASED

LOANS

Another important aspect of the Bank’s lending
program has been support for economic reform to make
the use of public funds more efficient and to promote a
more favorable climate for private investment. In this
context, the Bank supports a government while it undergoes restructuring of the legal and regulatory framework of specific sectors or of the economy in general.
Sector lending can address issues such as liberalizing
tariffs, privatizing public services or restructuring fi:
nancial institutions.
PRIVATE SECTOR
DEPARTMENT
[STILL QUOTING: j
As the private sector becomes more involved in areas
previously held by the public sector (particularly in infrastructure) there is a need for longterm finance for private-sector
op itions. To help meet this
need, the IDB established
in
1994 the Private Sector Department, a specialized operational
department within the Bank, to
provide long-term financing and
guarantees for private infrastructure projects in the region.
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The Bank can lend directly to the private sector
without government guarantees for infrastructure
projects, whether greenfleld or refurbishing operations,
as a means to encourage other investors and lenders to
participate in energy, transportation,
water supply,
waste management and telecommunications.
The
Bank’s participation in a single project is limited to
$75 million or 25 percent of the project’s total cost,
whichever is lower. Though pricing follows commercial terms, these loans can have up to 20-year
maturities.
Unlike IDB projects in the public sector, investors
do not have to be from member countries of the Bank,
although more than 50 percent of the shares must be
held by investors from member countries. There is no
requirement that there be majority ownership by local
investors.
GUARANTEES
Infrastructure projects often involve government
entities, whether they be regulators or suppliers of
inputs or purchasers of outputs.
These contractual
undertakings are often determining factors in whether
equity investors and lenders participate
in an
operation. The new guarantee program of the Bank is
designed to address these risk factors. Both public and
private projects are eligible for IDB guarantees, which
are provided to lenders (not to equity holders). The
Bank has established
two guarantee
structures,
namely, partial risk guarantees and partial credit guarantees.
Partial risk guarantees may cover up to 100 percent of a loan for specific political risks, such as sovereign contractual obligations or transferability. These
guarantees require a government counter-guarantee.
Partial credit guarantees may cover a portion of
financing provided by private financiers. The Bank’s
guarantees turn medium-term finance into a longerterm arrangement. This can be achieved through guarantees for longer maturities, liquidity guarantees in the
form of put options and take-out financing or by rolling guarantees that cover a fixed number of scheduled
payments. Up to 50 percent of a loan can be guaranteed, with or without a government counter-guarantee.
Projects with IDB guarantees may be carried out
in conjunction with an IDB loan or stand-alone. Project
sponsors are not required to be from member countries
of the Bank; however, the project company must be
incorporated in the country where the operation is being carried out (in one of the Bank’s 26 borrowing
countries).
INTER-AMERICAN
INVESTMENT
CORPORATION
”
[STILL QUOTING: J
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The Inter-American Investment Corporation (IIC)
began operating in 1989. Supporting the overall development goals of the IDB, its activities are directed
to small and medium enterprises in the private sector
of Latin America and the Caribbean. Thirty-four of
the IDB’s 46 member countries are members of the IIC,
of which 24 are borrowing countries in the region and
ten are non-borrowing countries. The IIC shares POVernors. most executive directors and its chairman (IDB
president) with the IDB, although it is funded and
managed separately.
The IIC promotes private-sector development in its
target market by making equity investments and providing term loans to projects for which traditional financing would otherwise not be available under similar terms. It also provides cofinancing and advisory
services. II&funded projects must be commercially
viable and preferably majority-owned by nationals of
Latin America or the Caribbean. The IIC’s lending
activities differ from those of the Private Sector Department of the IDB in that the IIC focuses on small
and medium projects in all economic sectors as opposed
to large-scale infrastructure projects.

promote broader private-sector
investment in the
economy. It is a development institution that makes
grants for technical assistance and invests, principally
with equity and quasi-equity,
in intermediary
institutions that support small enterprises.
Tl XIF
has a very specific mission to implement strategies that
will encourage private sector activities, for which it
has its own funding.and management even though it is
administered by the IDB. MIF operations are approved
by its own donor committee (representing 23 donor
countries) rather than by the board of directors of the
IDB. The MIF was established to accelerate the
transition towards market economies and to help
provide a business climate conducive to private
investment.
In this regard, the MIF complements
the other private-sector activities of the IDB and the
1IC.
The MIF approves operations worth about $100
million per year, from grants to equity participation,
in amounts ranging from below $1 million up to $5
million. All MIF finance is provided without government guarantees. The basic criteria for MIF projects
are that they foster private sector participation in the
economy, that they be innovative and replicable and
EQUITY
INVESTMENTS
that they be self-sustaining in the long term. The
projects must fall within one of the three windows of
The IIC provides financing in the form of direct MIF activity: technical cooperation for policy reform,
equity investments.
These investments can represent human resources development and small enterprise deup to 33 percent of the investee company’s capital. velopment.
Almost all IDB borrowing countries are
Typically, once a project in which the IIC is involved eligible toreceive MIF funds, and beneficiaries can be
has matured, the IIC will assist the company to revolve both public- and private-sector entities.
funds for another investment. Potential exit strategies
The MIF only participates in projects in cases
include selling its shares by exercising a put option or, where grant finance is needed to initiate, promote or
preferably, selling to third parties. This could include accelerate execution of an activity, and beneficiaries
taking the project company public on the stock are expected to provide significant counterpart funds.
market, thereby expanding the company’s ownership Project proposals should be addressed,to the IDB counbase.
try offices in the region.
As a particularly effective way to leverage its own
resources, the IIC also invests in venture and developTECHNICAL
COOPERATION
FOR
ment capital funds that target the IIC’s market.
POLICY
REFORM
(GRANTS
& CONTINGENT
LOANS
RECOVERY
FINANCE)
The IIC makes loans between $2-$10 million directly to project companies and indirectly through
financial intermediaries that make subloans which are
smaller than those the IIC could provide directly. The
IIC can finance up to 33 percent of the cost of a new
enterprise or up to 50 percent of the cost of an
expansion project, provided that its participation in the
project does not exceed 33 percent of the total value of
project assets. Most IIC loans are priced to float at
six-month LIBOR plus a spread of three to six
percent, and loans at fixed term may be made when
appropriate. The maximum loan term is 12 years, with
a grace period not to exceed five years. The IIC neither seeks nor requires government guarantees for its
loans.
The IIC cofinancing program is an effective mechanism in mobilizing additional resources from international commercial banks for projects that require
funding in excess of the 110 direct lending commitment.

The technical cooperation facility funds projects
that will provide a legal and institutional framework
amendable to private investment.
This includes
projects, such as assisting privatization efforts, developing a modern financial sector, harmonization of capital markets, launching employee stock-ownership program, modernizing mediation and arbitration systems
and providing advisory services for specific privatesector related transactions, such as preparing contracts
for concessions.
Grants under this window are made mostly to governmental agencies. In some cases, the grants are made
in the form of contingent recovery finance, that is, the
funds are repaid if income is clearly attributable to the
MIF project.
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ness advisory services, technical training and technology transfer. The MIF can take an equity position in
small business venture capital funds and help financial NGCk
become fully regulated financial intermediaries.
This window provides grants to private-sector tinancial and non-financial intermediaries that provide
services to small businesses.
The MIF works closely with the Regional Departments of the IDB in their respective activities in the
private sector as well as with the Inter-American Investment Corporation and the Private Sector Department of the IDB.
FURTHER

INFORMATION

[STILL QUOTING:]
The following brochures and publications about the
IDB Group are available at the IDB Bookstore at the
address below.
IDB Bookstore
Tel: (202) 623-1753
Fax: (202) 623-1709
Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
1300 New York Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20577
Tel: (202) 623-1000
Fax: (202) 623-3096
Internet: http://www.ioadb.org
gopher://www.iadb.org
Private Sector Department
Inter-American Development
Tel: (202) 623-1501
Fax: (202) 623-3639

Bank

Inter-American Investment Corporation
Tel: (202) 623-3900
Fax: (202) 623-2360

(IIC)

Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF)
Tel: (202) 942-8211
Fax: (202) 942-8291
[END QUOTING.]
In 1958, Senator George Malone of Nevada said,
‘The global theory of free trade is siphoning off
America’s wealth and bringing her economy to the
level of others. The theory is displacing American
workers who otherwise would be employed.”
BACK

TO GEORGE

BUSH

Gene ‘Chip” Tatum, CIA operative for many, many
years and recently released from prison, has written
numerous articles which anyone may read by accessHUMAN
RESOURCES
DEVELOPMENT
ing his website at:
file:lllC/TMI/NETSCAPE/TEMPI
(GRANTS)
His e-mail
address
is:
CIAFUND.HTM.
He may also be reached
Projects under the human resources facility are blackops@sundial.sundial.net.
designed to help countries adapt their training services by writing to: The Tatum Chronicles, P. 0. Box
ADVISORY
SERVICES
to meet the demands of the changing private sector. 895082, Leesburg, FL 34789.
In one such article, Chip outlines a scenario for
Special attention is given to enterprise-based training
As a natural outgrowth of its project financing, the for managers and workers. It also develops demon- money laundering that is quite interesting. Let’s take
IIC provides fee-based advisory services, including
stration projects dealing with workforce issues related a look.
operational restructurings, financial engineering and to privatization and industrial reconversion.
Grants under this window are generally made to
A CIA FUNDING
OPERATION
joint venture partner searches.
As a member of the IDB Group, the IIC provides private-sector institutions specialized in labor trainby Gene “Chip” Tatum, 12/28/96
advisory services to the Private Sector Department of ing and workforce issues.
the IDB and to the Multilateral Investment Fund.
SMALL ENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT
[QUOTING, WITH PERMISSION:]
MULTILATERAL
(GRANTS
& EQUITY)
INVESTMENT
FUND
Step 1:
The small enterprise development facility offers
Find a depository which fits the following criteThe Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF), the third technical assistance and finance to the small business
member of the IDB Group, undertakes activities that sector by promo+g innovative financial services, busi- ria.
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1. Large cash reserves.
2. Much of the cash reserves should represent
deposits from an illegal activity (i.e., drug transactions). For this example we will use Banco National
de Panama, a depository which is protected by General
Manuel Noriega. The depositor will be Pablo Escobar.
Finding the proper depository would be the function
of the CIA, and in this example we will use William
Casey.
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SPEAKS

This CIA launderer in possession of one-half of
[QUOTING:]
the original loan proceeds is moving his $4 billion
through a maze of banks which are cooperative with
My position is this, and I’m going to tell you exboth the launderer and the CIA. For this example, we actly what my position is. Prove me wrong. Prove to
will use the following trail of deposits to banks: a bank me that Russell Hermann wasn’t murdered. Prove to
in Spain; the Vatican Bank; banks in Luxembourg.
me that CI, Ltd. is not an existing entity. Prove to me
Then the launderer wires from his London offices $3.8 that the Woodbridge Account was not a George Bush/
billion
in laundered
monies to private
num- Bentsen/BakerlGreenspan/North/Hermann
account.
Step 2:
bered accounts being controlled by the original archi- Let’s put this-all this information-before
a full, fortects. The launderer keeps $200 million for his job mal, federal Congressional crime investigation unit,
Arrange for a loan from this depository. We will well done, leaving the $3.8 billion in the numbered with nonvested interest and let’s investigate the docuuse the name of George Bush in this example for the accounts.
ments, the events, and the facts.
person obtaining the loan. We will use the amount of
I think a full formal federal Congressional invesStep 8:
$8 billion for this example, Sometimes the depository
tigation, a Grand Jury investigation, should be in on
will not be very ,cooperative. If this occurs, the CIA
this. Not only that, it should be open to the publicwill coerce or intimidate the depository officials into
Neutralize the CIA launderer.
In this example no member of Congress who has been a party to this or
Nana Debusia was indicted by the U.S. on 32 counts to who has any investment in any of these corporations,
cooperating.
Ultimately, the loan will be made.
include bank fraud. The CIA stepped up in his behalf or has taken any kick-backs in the form of lobbying
Step 3:
and stated that it would not be in the best interest of money or whatever, even a golf ball, can be on these
the U.S. to prosecute Debusia. He was facing several investigating committees. These people have to be free
Split the loan proceeds in half. One half ($4 bil- hundred years in prison if convicted. He was subse- of ANY suspicion, or anything that could tie them to
lion) will be sent to Iran to purchase “super bills” at quently acquitted on all counts.
it. This has to be a fair, impartial, full comprehensive
the rate of two “super bills” for one authentic bill.
investigationintotheseacts,withunbiasedandnonprejudicial
CIA TALLY
Thus, $4 billion in cash buys $8 billion in “super bills.”
opinion. It’s got to be done by people who have the ability to
(Note: A “super bill” is a perfectly counterfeited U.S.
know what they’re looking at and be able to see that there is
$4 billion for use in unauthorized
black ops* a common M.O. as a denominating factor here.
bill. These bills are printed by an Intaglio press which
are those covert operations
was sold to the Shah of Iran in the late ’60s or early (*black operations
I have already filed murder charges with Congress’70s. The Shah was also furnished the plates, ink and performed without the knowledge or authority of man Burton’s office. And those murder charges, by
paper necessary to successfully print U.S. dollars in Congress.)
$3.8 billion in private numbered ac- God, are going to stand. They are standing! They can
large denominations.
This was furnished to the Shah counts controlled by the architects of the funding op- not deny that I am the primary creditor of this country,
and so was Russell Hermann, at one time. Now, deny
by the CIA. Unfortunately, the Shah left the press, eration.
plates, ink and paper for the Iranian Revolutionary
the man was murdered. Prove to the entire American
SUMMARY
Councils when he fled in late 1978.) The second half
public that this man was not murdered. You prove to
of the loan ($4 billion) will be sent to a CIA launderer
OF THE EXAMPLE
the public that Bill Clinton didn’t have knowledge of
selected by the CIA (Casey) for his or her ability to
that Certificate of Indebtedness in 1992 and in 1993
To summarize the example, the Director of the CIA, when the floods hit. Prove it! I’ve got the certified
move large sums of money around the world as a matter of ordinary business. For this example we will use William Casey, approached the Ex-Director of the CIA copies of the letters that went to him.
To murder an individual, and to go to the lengths
the name Nana Debusia. (Debusia is the grandson of and current Vice President of the United States, George
Guyana’s first democratic leader and owner of many Bush, with the name of a vulnerable depository, the that they’ve gone to, to gain control over not only the
Banco National de Panama. Vice President Bush then Certificate of Indebtedness but of this nation, Rick, to
U.S. and foreign banks.)
arranged for a short loan of $8 billion. Bush arranged me-of course, I’m sort of like this old horse out there
for $4 billion to go to Iran to purchase super bills and with blinders on, you know. I don’t see any farther
Step 4:
$4 billion to go to Nana Debusia to be laundered into than that Constitution holding over the heads of the
He (Bush) commissioned
people out there. And that’s what I see. I see that
Repay original loan to depository in “super bills.” several private accounts.
North safety protection there, that Constitutiorr, like an um(Give Banco National de Panama $8 billion in “super Oliver North to oversee the Iranianconnection.
bills” to replace the authentic currency it loaned.)
delivered $4 billion in U.S. currency to Iran. Iran gave brella over the people, and I don’t see beyond that. And
These “super bills” are placed in the reserve vault and, North $8 billion in super bills in exchange for the $4 it’s hard for me, knowing what was intended by that
as long as they are not withdrawn by the depositor, billion in good U.S. currency. North then delivered Constitution, to turn around and be not only a victim,
their existence will not jeopardize the value of the U.S. the $8 billion in super bills back to the Banco National but a witness and a victim, to this whole corrupt scedollar. But, because they are perfect in every way, to de Panama. The loan transaction is now complete. nario, with document after document after document
put the “super bills” in circulation would eventually
There is $8 billion in super bills in the reserve vaults backing it up, and they sit there as a vested-interest
devalue the U.S. dollar by flooding the monetary mar- of the Banco National de Panama, there is $4 billion group, ignoring the whole damn thing. They’re supin authentic U.S. currency in the hands of the Irani- pose to be our protectors. How can you protect someketplace with U.S. currency.
ans, and there is $4 billion in good currency with CIA one if you’ve got a vested interest in something and
launderer Nana Debusia. North sells the Iranians mili- you’re guarding your own backside7 You can’t, Rick.
Step 5:
tary hardware and parts for the amount of $4 billion Congress forgets the people but I’ve never walked away
Arrange to sell Iran something of value for the and diverts a portion of the proceeds to the Contras of from the people. I’ve stood and I’ve taken one beating after
authentic currency used to purchase the “super bills.” Nicaragua (Iran/Contra). Nana Debusia, in the mean- the other and my mind has never gone off the people or off
In this example, we will use arms, ammunition and time, is laundering the deposits of $4 billion through the nation. And it never will. (END QUOTING.]
(We will various banks, including the Vatican’s Bank of Italy.
replacement parts for military equipment.
CLOSING
THOUGHTS
use the name Oliver North as the example of a person After several suscessful banking transactions, Debusia
arranging for sale of arms to Iran.) In other words, presents $3.8 billion in sound deposits to the numObviously the web, or the octopus, is so vast, so
the CIA now arranges to sell Iran $4 billion worth of bered accounts in various locations. When the fundarms and equipment in order to get the original $4 bil- ing operation is complete, there is $4 billion in CIA convoluted, so incredibly spread out that it boggles the
mind to try to comprehend it. What follows are just a
lion of authentic currency back. Now, the CIA has $4 accounts to be utilized for covert and black operations;
billion to use in funding covert activities without rely- there is $3.8 billion in private number accounts con- few documents which will have literally no meaning
ing on Congressional authority and funding. If caught, trolled by George Bush and William Casey. Pablo to almost everyone, but WILL have meaning to key
the CIA can report the source of funds as being from Escobar, the primary depositor, is dead to ensure no individuals in the reading audience.
one will withdraw the super bills. General Noriega is
The structure in place that you have just read about
an arms transaction with Iran.
in ‘.S. federal prison and under constant U.S. guard is so vast and all-encompassing that it truly is an amazto ensure his silence, and William Casey is dead, leav- ing accomplishment, to say the very least. It helps to
Step 6:
ing $3.8 billion in good U.S. currency in the control examine structures such as these to see HOW they have
accomplished many of the New World Order agendas
Ensure that the “super bills” are not withdrawn.
of George Bush. [END QUOTING.]
.
which are on the table. And it certainly seems that the
This is done through the process of neutralization of
New World Order agenda is full steam ahead. I guess
For a close look into some of the Bush-boys’
the depositor.
Neutralization is the use of intimidation, coercion or intimidation. In this example, Pablo REAL money transactions, see the ExkMts displayed we’ll just have to wait and see what God has in mind
[See related exhibits, p. 15-19 -1
at the conclusion of this article.
Escobar is killed.
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concerning the maintenance and disposition of their
federally financed infrastructure assets.”
We see here from Sec. 2 (b) that economic efficiency and competitive practices are more important
than the barrier to these that federal financing can become. China, with its slave labor, has become as economically efficient as a nation can be. China’s competitive practices are impossible for American workers to compete with, unless, of course, we choose to
work for nothing, and, with almost all of the American worker’s pay taken away with every form of tax,
we’ve almost achieved parity with the Chinese slave
laborers. The main difference may be that Americans
still believe they have a Constittction, while the Chinese were brutally reminded at Tiananmen Square that
they do not I I
We also see from Sec. 2 (c) that State and local
governments are considered to be in the best position
to deal with privatization.
This means that the Chinese Government can send its trade officials directly
to the Long Beach City Council, thereby circumventing and bypassing normal constitutionally authorized
trade practices. Remember, nowhere in the Constitution does it say that any part of America can be sold
off to the highest bidder, yet this is exactly what 12803
amounts to!
George Bush’s Executive Order 12803 continues:
“Section 3. Privatization Initiative. To the extent
permitted by law, the head of each executive department and agency shall undertake the following actions:
“(a) Review those procedures affecting the management and disposition of federally financed infrastructure assets owned by State and local govemments and modify those procedures to encourage appropriate privatization of such assets consistent with
this order.
“(b) Assist State and local governments in their
efforts to advance the objectives of this order.”
This Section proposes that heads of executive departments and agencies should modify procedures to
encourage this so-called “privatization” which, in reality, is nothing less than selling America to her enemies! Is this not giving aid and comfort to our enemies? This is the very definition of Treason found in
the Constitution at Article III, Section 3, Clause 1.
Then George Bush committed Treason to the Constitution when he proposed this Executive Order and he
needs to be brought up on such charges in a competent
Court of the United States of America sitting at the
Common Law.
12803 concludes with Section 7:
“Section 7. Judicial Review. This order is intended
only to improve the internal management of the executive branch, and is not intended to create any right
or benefit, substantive or procedural, enforceable by a
party against the United States, its agencies or instrumentalities, its officers or employees, or any other person.”
These last words say that this order is not intended
to create any right or benefit enforceable by a party
against the United States, but the rest of this Executive Order says otherwise. And if it does create
such a right or benefit (which it does), where are the
provisions in this order to protect the rights and interest of the Sovereign Citizens of the United States of
America (the true government)?
There are no such
provisions!
We’ve been had, over and over, so many times and
in so many ways it boggles the mind. But if we don’t
soon bring these government officials (criminals all)
up on charges of Treason, including most of Congress,
George Bush, Bill Clinton, Janet “Butch” Reno, etc.,
etc., etc., we won’t have any place left to call America!
Maybe we can call it the United States of China, or the
Knighted States of England, or the New Old English
We must act now, in Wisdom (without
Colonies!!!
guns), or kiss it good-bye! Anyone up for a march on
Washington, D.C.7

A SpecialAlertToFarmers
(AndAllAmericans)
6/S/97

V.K. DURHAM AND RAY BILGER

In conjunction with Rick Martin’s series on the
Inter-American Investment Corporation, consider the
following: The Federal Government is offering lo-year
programs whereby the farmers will be paying farmers
not to farm. Be very cautious before you bite on this
one. Read George Bush’s Executive Order No. 12803,
April 30,1992, now codified under Title 5 U.S.C., Sec.
601.
For more years than all of us care to think about,
farmers have been unlawfully dispossessed from their
lands. No one could figure out why the courts would
not tphold constitutional law, and protect the property and equity rights on those farms.
The farmers took out loans from the Federal Government that were being sold off as asset base of the
Federal Government.
The Federal Government sold
off these loans, which they call assets, to the InterAmerican Investment Corporation, a multilateral treaty
organized crime ring. This organized crime ring then
filed foreclosure notices on all those farms.
This organized crime ring then took possession of
the farms, and the water rights. The courts refused to
protect one single farmer’s equity rights, or constitutional rights.
Over 1.5 million farmers bit the dust, lost their
homes, their lives, and their properties, while George
Bush’s Inter-American Investment Corporation’s ring
members raided this land like a swarm of locusts in a
wheat field! No law was applicable to this organized
crime ring, who not only stole the lands, they stole all
personal properties, water rights, and even the insurance on the lives of these farmers and/or borrowers.
This ongoing situation amounts to nothing less
than racketeering and extortion and is further encouraged by the non-licensed
non-authorized
State and
National Bar Associations and their bar members who
sit on our benches of the courts of the people, turning
the laws around and using the laws as a weapon against
the people.
Think long and hard before you let this old Federa1 Government gift horse get a hoof on your land,
folks. Read George Bush’s Executive Order. This is
the reason for the flooding situation: they sold off the
infrastructure.
Don’t tell me this was not international
for the Bio Diversity Treaty to take effect! Where in
the hell did the tax dollars go which were supposed to
pay for infrastructure?
Let’s have a closer look at George Bush’s Executive
Order
12803,
entitled
“Infrastructure
Privatization”:
“Executive Order 12803. April 30, 1992. 57 F.R.
19063. Infrastructure Privitization.
“By the authority vested in me as President by the
Constitution
and the laws of the United States of

America, and in order to ensure that the United States
achieves the most beneficial economic use of its resources, it is hereby ordered as follows:
“Section 1. Definitions. For purposes of this order:
“(a) ‘Privatization’ means the disposition or transfer of an infrastructure asset, such as by sale or by longterm lease, from a State or local government to a private party.
“(b) ‘Infrastructure asset’ means any asset financed
in whole or in part by the Federal Government and
needed for the functioning of the economy. Examples
of such assets include, but are not limited to, roads,
tunnels, bridges, electricity supply facilities, mass transit, rail transportation, airports, ports, waterways, water supply facilities, recycling and wastewater treatment facilities, solid waste disposal facilities, housing, schools, prisons, and hospitals.”
From reading the Order thus far, we see that most
all of America, as of April 1992, can be sold off to a
“private party”. But there is no definition for this most
important term, “private party”. If we understand that
our Constitution and all of our constitutional rights
have been suspended since (at least) 1933, and if we
understand that our international borders are dissolving daily under treaty agreements such as NAFTA and
GATT, it becomes clear that this “private party” need
not be an American citizen, or even an entity with an
American interest, other than an interest to take over
America. Hell, under this Executive Order we can sell
off everything to China, or to Russia, or even to the
Queen of England.
This is how we sell Long Beach [Nuvaf Base], California to China. They can even legally buy the railroad that runs from China Lake Naval Weapons Center to Long Beach, or the underground waterway tunnels for that matter. Where in the Constitution, under
Article II which controls the Executive Branch, is the
authority for the President of the United States to sell
off America7
Executive Order 12803 continues:
Executive
“Section 2. Fundamental Principles.
departments and agencies shall be guided by the following objectives and principles (in part):
“(b) Private enterprise and competitively driven
improvements
are the foundation of our Nation’s
economy and economic growth. Federal financing of
the infrastructure assets should not act as a barrier to
the achievement of economic efficiencies through additional private market financing or competitive practices, or both.
“(c) State and local governments are in the best
position to assess and respond to local needs. State
and local governments should, subject to assuring continued compliance with Federal requirements that publit use be on reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms,
have maximum possible freedom to make decisions
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weight nearly doubled to 25% and the body fat loss shot
up to 75%. Neither caffeine nor theophylline had a
significant effect by itself. Obese human subjects who
took the same combination found it to be twice as
effective as ephedrine alone for increasing fat burning.
Now pay attention: IF YOU ARE ON A TYPICAL
PROGRAM- WHICH TELLS YOU TO TAKE “TWO”
CAPSULES AT A TIME, BUT YOU GET “NERVOUS
INSIDE” OR “SHAKY” OR “SICKLY FEELING”STOP TAKING TWO AND FOR GOODNESS SAKES,
TAKE ONLY “ONE”! If you still get symptoms of
unpleasant feelings, STOP TAKING THE STUFF. My
goodness, an aspirin is quite helpful to calm a head&he, but you can? live-and take 200 at a time-or
perhaps, even ONE at a time-depending
on circum-

Notes On Fat-Burnln~
And UnitedNations
Food ControlAntics
-L---_--
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-

r
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stances. Ifyou don’t take control and responsibility for
SELVES-you

6/4/97 #l

HATONN

ties. Well, there aren’t any mind-altering qualitiesbut the response of the body can be deadly when taken
Before the next paper runs I want to remind you in massive quantities-just like any other thing. Sup-

that we need to do a little speech on EPHEDRINE.
This new garbage is just more of the same, readers.
What the FDA wants to accomplish is to have no
resource for the asthmatic seriously affected by that
disease. Ephedra (herb) is only positive in actions on
the body as presented and utilized in other compounds.
The problem is the same old thing, taking something
[which is] good when used properly and the insane of
your community utilizing it for the mind-altering quali-

will not have opportunity

before very

long to take responsibility FOR ANYTHING IN YOUR
LIVES. The hype-trade is using the ephedrine in its
straight form and calling it things like Ecstasy and
Euphoria and such. This is NOT what you are getting
in a diet-assistance plan. It WORKS and THAT IS
WHY IT IS BEING TAKEN FROM YOU AS FAST AS
THE CONTROLLERS CAN DO THEIR DIRTY WORK.
Remember that a steak knife used to cut tough meat on
your plate is a deadly weapon when used with force

pose you sit and eat two pounds of SALT’? What do you
think would happen to you? What about eating two
pounds of coffee beans with all that caffeine7 You are
simply experiencing
ONE MORE THING which across someone’s throat with intent to kill. I’m sure
you will find that THERE ARE NO FATALITIES
WORKS being taken from you.
When given alone to a group of lab animals, ephe- FROM THE USE OF ANY OF THE COMMERCIAL
drine caused them to lose 14% of their body weight and DIET-ASSISTING PROGRAMS-every one of the se42% of their body fat. When caffeine or theophylline
rious cases of use of ephedrine or caffeine is in the
was added to the mix, though, the reduction in body crowd of mind-alteration seekers AND OVERDOS-

What Is GAIATRIM?
GAIATRIM consists of two different formulas that are created with specially selected herbs, vitamins and minerals.
GAIATRIM synergistically alters the metabolism of fat cells, by encouraging the release and elimination of fat that is trapped.
Metabolism is increased overall, which prevents tirther storage of excessive fat, by increasing the rate that fat is burned.
Another remarkable side effect of this incredible product is the appetite suppressant qualities.
How Do I Use It?
CAMTRIM is an easy addition to any lifestyle.
Simply take 2 capsules of each product with breakfast, and again with
lunch. Only minimal dietary changes are needed.
The product creates body changes that include a sense of well being,
which encoutages you to make proper food choices and to include exercise in your life.

Just In Time For Summer:
No Refrigeration Required No Measuring No Liquid Spills
l

Sale begins June16th,
See p. 27 for ordering

l

thru June 30th
information

l
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ING.
I was asked to give you a “program” that would
work and I did. Nobody says you have to use it, or any
other thing’offered.
But if things are used incorrectly
you can end up nervous and foolishly inclined to be one
who does NOT read instructions past the need to go get
heavier glasses to read the information given. Willow
Bark is another good herb (aspirin) but if you eat the
whole tree’s bark covering you are going to be really in
bad shape-USE
YOUR MINDS, THEY ARE THE
MOST PRECIOUS GIFTS OF GOD-TO YOU!
The program itself, which we call GaiaTrim, while
others call similar programs all sorts of other names, is
as close to a miracle as you are going to find-IF YOU
USE IT CORRECTLY. I will discuss “why” this is so
as I find time from our absolutely necessary work. For
instance, the body has white fat (more nearly a sort of
yellowish color) and BROWN fat. The brown fat
BURNS white fat cells and here is where, synergistitally, these products produce their results. You want to
turn up that conversion incineration so that you get rid
of that white/yellow fat store-up. If you don’t remember all of this information from our introduction-we
will present it again in perhaps a better and more easily
understood presentation.
All the while REMEMBER
SOMETHING: I AA4 NOT PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN YOUR FAT TISSUE! Z TRY TO OFFER
WHATYOUASKFORANDSOA4ETMESYOUSIMPLY
HAVE TO GO BACK TO ZERO-AND
USE YOUR
MINDS. Salu and good morning.

slowly than the rate at which they come in (low metabolism) and the body stores extra calories as fat. In this
case, a “normal” amount of food may be “too much”
because food intake needs to be balanced with use of
calories or you store fat-nasty but simple.
If thermogenesis is normal, you burn calories as
fast as they come in (normal metabolism), you won’t
have any left to store as fat, and you won’t gain weight.
In this case, a “normal” amount of food is considered
just right.
If thermogenesis is high, you burn up calories
faster than they’re coming in (high metabolism), you
start burning stored fat, and you lose weight. In this
case, eating a “normal” amount of food may cause you
to lose weight.
Ah, but what is planned for you in your new world
order is such that these things will be no problem for
the intent is to plan your consumption of food for the
future and depopulate the world-and the chosen major
means of doing so is through the control of YOUR
FOOD SUPPLY.
You have white fat cells and brown fat cells.
Thermogenesis is basically the process by which brown
fat gets activated and burns white fat. It is controlled
by the sympathetic nervous system (SNS), the same
system that controls heart, blood pressure, lung function, and other vital bodily activities.
The major SNS neurotransmitters include adrenaline (epinephrine) and noradrenaline (norepinephrine).
Among their other functions, these neurotransmitters
switch thermogenesis on and off by stimulating little
6/7/97 #l
HATONN
“on” and “off’ switches called a-(alpha) and b-(beta)
adrenergic receptors located on the surface of BAT
WEIGHT
LOSS
OR GAIN
cells or brown adipose tissue. Remember that the
-AND
YOU!
brown cells are designed to incinerate white fat cells for
energy. If you can stimulate b-receptors you increase
‘I he world is all but falling apart and you want to thermogenesis whereas stimulating a-receptors turns it off.
know what this “Ephedra” thing is all about and what
BACK
TO EPHEDRA
about your diet pills and, oh goodness, you just can’t
lose weight? Get some balance, readers, for weight is
Ephedra is a classic sympathomimetic agent, which
like any other thing which is functioning CORRECTLY
If you eat too much, you gain means that it mimics the effects of endogenous sympain a body physical.
weight. Want to lose weight? Eat less. it’s as simple thetic amine neurotransmitters, such as adrenaline and
It stimulates b-receptors-and
not just
as that, but it is true. Ah, but the whole mechanism is noradrenaline.
hooked into your brain and if you starve your body the those on BAT cells but b-receptors throughout the
instant reaction is to lose some weight but the body body. In the respiratory system, for example, stimulatimmediately shifts into “starvation mode” and con- ing b-receptors results in bronchodilation, which exserves everything.
plains why ephedra has been so useful for treating
So, what does ephedrine do and why would you asthma.
When adrenaline, noradrenaline,
ephedra, other
even bother to get with a program which is having a
product within its makeup that people abuse? Because sympathomimetic agents, stimulate BAT cells b-recepit works.
tors, the brown fat cells increase their oxygen uptake,
To understand what I am saying you have to become which they use to burn more white fat. Moreover,
familiar with a term, thermogenesis.
THE META- chronic stimulation of these receptors seems to cause
BOLIC PROCESS OF BURNING CALORIES IS BAT cells to proliferate, explaining why thermogenic
THERMOGENESIS.
agents become even more effective when you use them
If thermogenesis is low, you burn up calories more for a long time.

Two of the tastiest,
most “storable”
foods are now
available in bulk, 50 lbs. per bag. Prepare and cook them
just like pinto beans.
Wonderful soup extender and both
make super salad/sandwich
sprouts.
Adzuki Beans
Red Lentils

50-lb.
50-lb.

Order From New

bag
bag

Gaia-Call

* Plus UPS

delivery

*$50.
*$30.
800-639-4242
charge
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PROMOTING
SYNERGY
The weight loss generated by ephedra-induced badrenergic stimulation can be substantial, but it was
discovered early on that combining this b-agonist with
certain other substances could significantly enhance
the stimulating effect. The first synergistic relationship discovered was with members of the chemical
class known as the methylxanthines.
The best known
methylxanthines are caffeine and the common antiasthma drug theophylline.
When given alone to a group of lab animals, ephedrine caused them to lose 14% of their body weight and
42% of their body fat. When caffeine or theophylline
was added to the mix, though, the reduction in body
weight nearly doubled to 25% and the body fat loss shot
up to 75%. Neither caffeine nor theophylline had a
significant effect by itself. Obese human subjects who
took the same combination found it to be twice as
effective as ephedrine alone for increasing fat burning.
BAT cells also have a-adrenergic receptors. Stimulating these receptors acts as a modulating force on
thermogenic processes, like stepping on the brake pedal
to slow the car down. When adrenaline or noradrenaline stimulates a-receptors on BAT cells, the net effect
is to slow down thermogenesis.
Is it possible to enhance thermogenesis by blocking a-receptors? Imagine
putting a piece of wood underneath your brake pedal, so
that when you step on the brake, it doesn’t go all the
way down. Not a good way to drive, but it is a good way
to enhance thermogenesis.
One of the best a-blockers around is another naturally occurring compound called yohimbe, long known
primarily for its prosexual activity.
Since yohimbe
blocks inhibitory a-receptors, the net effect is similar to
that of stimulating excitatory b-receptors, that is, enhanced thermogenesis and decreased appetite.
Thus, combining a b-stimulant like ephedra with
an a-blocker like yohimbe provides a powerful synergistic l-2 thermogenic punch that both decreases appetite and boosts fat metabolism.
NOW

LET’S
ADD
A BIT
DHEA
TO THIS
MIX

OF

One of the most interesting elements to come into
the anti-obesity mix in recent years has been the hormone dehydroepiandrosterone
(DHEA). DHEA’s ability to significantly suppress weight gain was first demonstrated in the late 1970s in genetically obese mice.
Since then, numerous studies have demonstrated
that DHEA can also reduce weight in obese rats, rabbits, and dogs. I really don’t want to go into the DHEA
possibilities here because it is easy enough today to get
DHEA and take it as a supplement, with or without a
weight loss program. Our topic here is EPHEDRINE
which is under fire from the world of controllers over
your beings.
Now readers, one topic moves so integratedly into
others that I can’t spend the rest of your days teaching
you biochemistry and biology. I am asked to speak
about GAIA-TRIM and its content of ephedra and
caffeine.
You are, in GAIA-TRIM, receiving a perfectly
balanced product with the proper ratios of “ingredients”. If you choose to use the product and you find that
the recommended intake leaves you nervous or “shaky”,
then reduce the intake.
Do you want the results of your intake or simply
want to complain that “nothing works” or “I can’t take
that...” or “Oh well...“? With myself, it is, “Oh well...”
for no matter what we offer some will simply not follow
instructions, end up abusing the product or proclaiming that it is contaminated with dangerous things or
just doesn’t work. It certainly won’t cause you to lose
weight while sitting sealed in the bottles in the closet
while you eat everything not nailed to the table or
refrigerator.
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GAIA
We have been contacted by the Gaia Herb people
who said we had been “turned in” to them for using the
term GAIA. How very interesting, after the EXTRA
program and, yes, we know who passed along this
wondrous information.
We can turn around and destroy them but what merit would that be, do you suppose? It is up to you people, readers, what you want
from us and what we are longer willing to serve up to
simply be bashed and trashed.
We don’t have any
obligation to serve up something to trim your body OR
FILL YOUR MIND.
There is a corporation, GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENTASSOCIATION
which alphabetically (first
letter each word) spells G.A.I.A. Do the Gaia Herb
people want to shut down that inter-global, international humanitarian entity? Come on, people, while
Rome burns-you
fiddle.
GAIATRIM is only one, and a minor one at that, of
hundreds of these products now on the market and
NONE of the compounded products have damaged
ANYONE. The abuse comes from the straight-lining of
the “desired” resulting feelings from intaking these
herbal products. So again, while you have availability
and if you like the product-l
suggest you stock up a bit
because the intent is to pull it all from the shelves just
as quickly as the laws can be laid on you. [Safe starts
June ldth, thru the 30th on GAIATRIM, see ad on
p. 21.1
UNITED
NATIONS,
YOUR
FUTURE
AND
DEPOPULATION
I am going to now speak on something that is
circulating around on your Internet, apparently coming
off somebodr’s web-page called Andre Dzikusby who
sends it out via information habitat.
He includes a letter of May 27, 1997 and we can
briefly offer what we are given as we realize that most
of you people are not hooked onto a network of computer buffs. We aren’t either so as things come past our
attention which are pertinent, we want to share themespecially if they are about upcoming meetings, symposiums and seminars by the New World Order which will
change life as you now know it to be.
[QUOTING:]

YOUR

yN
TO PLAN
CONSUMPTION
OF
FOR
THE
FUTIJRE
AT JUNE
SPONSORED
SYMPOSIUM

FOOD

“WE”, the people, can’t decide such important
matters as what and how much we eat because we, the
people, are simply too stupid, according to the pluto-
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crats. However, the most important and true reason for
human food management is that food is being used as a
weapon for total humansubmission, as it has been used
One recent
in countless other nations for years.
example in a Business Week article, May 26, 1997,
titled “Catastrophe in North Korea: The Only Hope is
China”- U.S. Ambassador to Seoul, SouthKorea, James
T. Laney said, “Beijing could then make food aid to the
North contingent on economic reforms and military
Beijing could give North Korea a Chidisarmament.
nese-model blueprint for reviving its economy and
make it clear that food aid comes with it.” Furthermore, a US diplomat suggests that North Korea exchange its oppressive regime for yet one more barbaric
one.
“IN ORDER TO STABILIZE WORLD POPULATION, WE MUST ELIMINATE 350,000 PEOPLE PER
DAY.” Jacques Cousteau in 1991, UNESCO Courier.
So, read this next with attention, It is to: habitat
partners network; NGO committee in Human settlements, earth summit two.
Tuesday, May 27, 1997 lo:20 AM
Dear Colleague,
I am pleased to inform you that the United Nations
Centre for Human Settlements (Habitat) is organizing
a one-day Symposium on the theme: “Changing Consumption Patterns in Human Settlements”, to be held at
the United Nations in New York on Tuesday, 24 June
1997 as a part of the parallel events of the United
Nations General Assembly special session on sustainable development.
The event will be an important follow-up to the
United Nations Conference on Human Settlements
(Habitat II), addressing the goal of sustainable human
settlements development in a rapidly urbanizing world.
The Symposium is aimed at bringing together new
thinking on sustainable consumption in human settle.ments, in the growing cities of the developing and the
developed world in particular, where the majority of
the world’s population will live and work by the turn of
the century, where most economic activity will take
place, natural resources will be consumed and pollution generated-with
consequent impact on the environment.
’ The Symposium will also provide a forum to present
the findings of an expert-group meeting on the same
theme organized by the United Nations Centre for
Human Settlements, in cooperation with the United
Nations Department for Policy Coordination and Sustainable Development, at the United Nations in New
York in April 1997. The attached flyer gives more
information on the event.
Should you require any additional information
please do not hesitate to contact this office. Your
participation in the symposium is welcome.
Yours sincerely,
Kalyan Ray *Chief, BlT/RDD *UNCHS (Habitat)
*e-mail: kalyan ray@nchs.org
AND, just who is one of the big dogs at this little

FRANK & ERNEST 8 by Bob Thaves
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symposium wherein the decisions will be made for your
life and death and where you do it?
MR MAURICE STRONG, Chairperson, Rio +5,
and Chairman, The Earth Council. This is basically the
strength in the UN as relates to the Head of the UN,
Kofi.
The fat’s in the fire, people, and there isn’t enough
ephedrine in the world to bail you out.
From the Wall Street Journal, Wed, Jan. 10, 1996
BLUEPRINT

FOR

FOOD

(H: This is just to take you back a bit and remind
you that this is NOT something new this morning.]
BLUEPRINT FOR MANAGED FOODCARE
by Karl-Otto Liebermann
The time has come for the eating public to face z
stark reality: The consumption of food, if allowed to
grow at the present rate, will bankrupt our great nation.
Production of food has risen from 10% to more than
30% of the gross domestic product since 1945. The
Congressional Budget office projects that by the year
2010 Americans will spend more money and time on
eating than on working, vacationing, and being sick
combined. To counter this threat, a junior U.S. senator
(whose name has been withheld upon request) has
begun to draft legislation designed to fundamentally
reform the way Americans consume food.
The proposal, preliminarily
dubbed “Managed
Foodcare”, promotes the cost-efficient consumption of
food by regulating access to stores and restaurants. It
preserves the principles of consumer choice and free
competition.
A brief outline will illustrate how the reforms
benefit the average eater. Each year, during the last
week of December, consumers have the choice of signing up at their preferred grocery store or restaurant for
the year to come. These two main retail markets for the
distribution of food are referred to as Primary Food
Providers.
Employers will by law be required to offer employees a choice among at least three so-called Food Benefit
Plans. FBPs describe what stores, restaurants, kinds of
food and menus will be covered by the plan. FBPs will
also furnish comprehensive brochures listing the items
approved, such as certain cereals, vegetables, meats,
and so on.
The lawmakers anticipate that the opportunity to
choose only once a year what to eat for the next 12
months will save families innumerable hours of time
now spent on gazing at store shelves or menus and
comparing brands and prices. During the year of the
plan, consumers will be obliged to buy all their food at
the chosen store and eat at the restaurant they elected.
There will be a designated copayment; they will also
pay a monthly premium to a Food Management Organization.
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FMOs, whose formation will be encouraged under
the legislation, are privately owned corporations. They
control the production and manage the distribution of
food based on a highly variable Cost Efficiency Quotient, whose numerical value is directly proportional to
the value at which the FMOs’ stocks are traded on the
open market. FMOs contract with Primary Food Providers to provide the most cost-efficient nutrition to
their enrollees.
The key element of the reform is known as “capitation”. Basically, stores and restaurants will receive a
fixed annual amount of money from their FM0 for each
enrolled customer, regardless of how much or little he
consumes during the year. If the enrollee spends more
than his allotment, it will be the provider’s loss; if less,
it will be the provider’s gain.
Legislators from New York and California have
objected that some people habitually eat more than
others or have developed rather idiosyncratic and expensive tastes. Such behavior, comparable to the reckless spending of health dollars by people with chronic
or terminal illnesses, could quickly bankrupt the provider. To counter this fiscal threat, the FMOs will
maintain personal customer records listing all purchases, creating an “Individual Consumption Profile”
(ICP) for each member. The ICP is subject to periodic
review and approval by the FMO.
People with excessive ICPs are considered “high
risk” and may eventually lose their right to be reenrolled in any FMO. (Soup kitchens and self-help
groups will no doubt assist these misfits.)
To rein in abuse of specialty shops and gourmet
restaurants, access to these establishments will be controlled by the primary food providers. They will serve
as “gatekeepers” and decide whether and when a consume! should be referred to specialty providers such as
Italian bakeries or French restaurants. Their decisions
will be guided by their conviction that packaged breads
and cakes or fast food can meet the same nutritional
needs as delicatessen food.
They also recognize that the more money from a
fixed, capitated amount that consumers spend on outlandish food, the less will remain for primary food
providers.
The proponents of Managed Foodcare sum up their
argument by pointing out that their proposal preserves
and protects genuine American values. The new laws
support yearly renewable consumer choice, and at the
same time reduce unnecessary and costly culinary options. They encourage corporate and individual responsibility by rewarding thoughtful management of
food supply and demand. Capitation will further thriftiness, invention, and imaginative sales practices. Ultimately, Managed Foodcare will accelerate the accumulation of capital in the hands of those who know best
how to promote a healthier and leaner America.
[END OF LETTER]
The writer, Dr. Liebermann, is an associate cliniCal professor of psychiatry at Yale University School of
Medicine. Is he possibly a member of the elitist Yale
club, “Skull and Bones,” aka the Brotherhood of Death?
[H: I would BOWlike to share with you some
additional comments from the saute aouree and then
we will just Ierve it, 8g8ia, with you to try to digest
for tkings are getting worse and those of IS who try
to serve you are simply getting put dowm Larder and
harder-and
frankly NO, IT IS NOT WORTHY OF
OURTIME ORINTERESTFORWECAN’T
y&4yE”
ANYTZZZNGI]

Continuing quoting:
Those of you who know nothing or very little about
Liberalism, a de-emphasis of Socialism, which is nothing more than a softer word for Communism, had better
study the subject, if you care about your future. Do
yourselves a great favor and start by reading the CommunistManifesto,
compare it to the U.S. Constitution.
You will be shockingly enlightened to discover the
utter usurpation of power in the U.S.A.
The “ultimate” objective of Socialism/Communism
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is not the re-distribution of wealth, but the control of
the people of the world by a tiny group of appointed
World Dictators, with the help of an ignorant, dumbeddown “peace-keeping force”. This is exactly why the
United Nations was founded. Get ready, folks!
Daniel Webster, (1782-1852) Congressman and
patriot, once said (prophesied) that: ‘I...There is no
nation on earth powerful enough to accomplish our
overthrow.
Our destruction, should it come at all,
WILL BE FROMANOTHER QUARTER. FROM THE
INATTENTION
OF THE PEOPLE TO THE CONCERNS .OF THEIR GOVERNMENT,
FROM THEIR
CARELESSNESS
AND NEGLIGENCE. n

“This year will go down in history. For the first
time, a civilized nation has full gun registration! Our
streets will be safe, our police more efficient, and the
world will follow our lead into the future.” ADOLPH
HITLER - 1938
Stalin said: “America is like a healthy body and its
resistance is three-fold: its patriotism, its morality, and
its spiritual life. If we canundermine these three areas,
America will collapse from within.”
Stalin - Dictator of the Soviet Union, (1929-1953).
Responsible for over 45000,000 KNOWN deaths.
[II: So let me leave you with some more compounding of nervous focus.]
CLINTON’S
NEW
FEDERAL
LAND
USE SCHEME
BYPASSES
CONGRESS
[More Quoting]
In an end run around Congress, President Clinton,
Vice President Al Gore and the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) unleashed a plan in the Federal
Register May 21, to create the American Heritage
Rivers Initiative by presidential PROCLAMATION.
Since Clinton’s announcement in his State of the
Union Address that he will designate 10 rivers this
year, the CEQ and 13 Federal Agencies have hammered
out a new federal land use scheme under the guise of
“restoring and protecting America’s Rivers”. In an
unusual move, they have only allowed a two-week
window (due by June 9) for public comment, effectively
curtailing public input and criticism.
This plan has been skillfully constructed to appear
as another good deed to save the environment; however, the implementation of this program will place an
unprecedented federal stranglehold on property owners.
KEY
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+ The initiative proposes to control rivers for “natural, historic, cultural, social, economic and ecological
diversity”.
l Encourages cooperation and approval by local
governments with the lure of major federal grants.
l Nominations of rivers can come from any source
in or outside a “river community” including private
citizens, educational and arts organizations, environmental organizations and elected citizens.
l Designation of a river will be permanent and can
include the entire watershed, including aI tributaries
that come off private property.
l 13 Federal Agencies will be involved in the
planning, implementation, management and enforcement of the Heritage Rivers.
l Together with the agencies, a federally appointed
‘River Navigator” will control all land use and management activities within the designated area.
* The federal agencies will be granted “flexibility
from certain bureaucratic requirements”, effectively
allowing them to create special privileges for themselves while those affected must abide by their rules.
* Aerial photography and satellite surveillance
will be used to police and expand the program.
* Finally, only the president has final approval of

the initiative.
[END OF QUOTING]
And may the FORCE be with you!
Do we have to continue to offer all this “bad news”‘?
No, we can tell you to close your eyelids down and drift
off to wonderland but that is not our course commitment. You can’t stop a thing, change a thing (good or
bad, from or to) if you don’t know what is going on.
Those are your discernments and judgement calls.
Then, what ARE those revelations7 Oh my, revelations are what are happening to you-NOW.
And
readers, you can put all your prophets out of business,
lock them away and bury the key-but will it CHANGE
THE PROPHECIES?
And yes indeed, I guess you can call me a “prophet”
if a prophet is one who sees ahead, experiences the
visions, proclaims that which is seen and experienced
and IS ALWAYS 100% ACCURATE. YOU want to
disclaim our potential accuracy because you continue to
try to prove we are WRONG somehow because the clock
didn’t strike 12:OO midnight and the “big one” happens. What happens, readers, if your clock doesn’t
have a battery and NEVER shows 12:00 midnight?
Does that mean that 12:OOmidnight is not going to roll
around?
People around the world are STARVING to death
for lack of food for the body and fuel for the SOUL AND
SPIRIT.
Most of the “others” are so malnutritioned as to be
in equally bad circumstances-but
with their bellies
full.
Please know it is very difficult for us to spend time
speaking about weight loss stuff and mind-altering
stuff- when the world is on a sinking course in this
ocean of debris and evil thought-streams in so many,
many life-streams. Perhaps you will enjoy some fat on
your bones when the “overnment comes up with the
new “FASTING” program for your weight control.
Will we continue to struggle against si! odds to
keep you with the ability to have products which we
offer? No. We already can’t meet the expenses so, NO,
we won’t. We have no more right to force anything off
on you than anyone else, including the New World
Order.
“Well, I just can’t make up my mind...” comes the
big howling. So, don’t! Is it so hard to realize RIGHT
from WRONG, TRUTH from LIES? YOU will do exactly that which you will do and no amount of chatter
will change it. I can pray and hope that you listen,
comprehend a bit and learn-but beyond that offering,
I have no other permission to cause you to do anything.
The dictators and controllers of the world will do
enough of that controlling bit without even my consideration.
When the world seems no longer possible for your
habitation and you are closed in upon by the “things of
man’s tampering”-go without somewhere where the
sky is your upper space and the wonders of natural
phenomenon allows for the resting of YOW feet-and
KNOW God. You WANT IT ALL and you WANT IT
RIGHT NOW! Fine-but you won’t have it so do you
fold your tents and migrate to the solitude of the cave
or continue to make creative movements? AND, IF
NOT YOU--WHO?
Am I going to twist arms so that you get what it is
you WANT? NO, not by your shinny shin shin. We
provide possibilities and you will do the rest-or it
won’t be done.
You can pick and blame others on the team for your
inability to do or have what you want-but guess againyou are responsible for self and if you don’t get what
you want when you THINK you want it-you had better
look around at just WHO MIGHT BE SAVING YOUR
ASS!
Good morning and I salute you for whatever you are
doing or are about to do-for that is the way of God in
His eternal gift of free-will allowances.
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EsuSananda:
YourDestinvIs
Growing
TowardTheInfinite
617197

ESU

“JESUS”

SANANDA

Good morning, my scribe. Thank you for
sitting this day. There is great desire coming
forth from many for understanding
of who they
are and why they have chosen this path at this
time.
I am Esu Immanuel “Jesus” Sananda
come in the Radiant Golden-White
Light of
Creator Source.
It has all been written prior and you ones
would be wise to review your past lessons (our
discourses on these various subjects).
There
are many new readers
and participants
awakening at this time and many who simply
need a gentle reminder of these lessons.
Let us begin with WHO you are. You, the
non-physical
YOU, are an infinite thought
projection ofthe One who created you (GOD!).
You are the product of His desire. You are, in
effect, Desire manifest in uniqueness of purpose.
In the creating of YOU, you were given, in
balance, all that you need in perfect proportions
so that you could fulfill the purpose of your
being. This is to say that you were each given
part of Creator’s
Light Essence in perfect
proportions
that will allow for your own
uniqueness to manifest. No two were given the
exact same proportions
of the various aspects
of Creator’s Infinite Spectral Range.
This is NOT to say that some are better than
others. It is simply stating that all are unique in
purpose and yet come from One Source.
God is infinite creativity.
You are each a
product of His creativity manifest in the form of
Light Essence. Please keep in mind that we are
still referring to the INFINITE you, NOT the
physical body that many erroneously
perceive
as being the entity of themselves.
You each are
electromagnetic
(LIGHT) thought projections
of Creator and you carry HIS “genetic” signature

-God’s

Chewable

Vitamin

“C”

For

The S$rit

within your being. This is to say that you are God has projected forth into their being. No
created in His image-LIGHT!
YOU ARE two will have the exact same path in reaching
the answers that unlock this potential, and in
GOD MANIFEST!
You carry within you ALL of the infinite the searching comes the creativity of experience.
creative potential of the One who created you.
Now I wish to speak about a certain subset
This leads us to the subject of WHY are you of all those experiencing here on Earth-Shan at
this time of the Great Transition.
And here 1
there.
You each wish to explore the various aspects mean those who we of the Hosts refer to as
Ground Crew.
of your being and
Most
of
test
your
own
If that were not enough, you have you who are
uniqueness in your
own unique way.
also
chosen
to take
on the Ground Crew
have chosen
One major aspect
responsibility
of
assisting
your
to come into
of
Creator’s
the
physical to
desires
is
to
younger brothers through a turbulent
explore
expand and grow.
time, as they are, for the most part, during a time
You are part of
His desire to do
resistant to change. You are, in effect, of great shift
in plan6:tary
so, and when you
part
of
the
team
that
is
fulfilling
God’s
awareness.
grow individually,
He is growing
promise to send forth His Hosts and This shift will
present
alongside of you.
to spread the Word to any and all who unique
As a “genetic”
opportunities
subset of the One
will hear and hopefully listen.
for you each
Whole, you must
to experience
first come into
understanding
of the impact of that which you in conditions most favorable to forward growth
are capable ofmanifesting.
You have INFINITE
and realizations that will help you to unlock
Potential is the same for doors that were closed and bolted by YOU, out
potential within.
each-infinite!
of fear and/or overwhelm, long ago.
This does not mean that you will somehow
Each individual is at a different level of
understanding
of HOW to responsibly direct grow and expand by default. It simply means
and control this infinite potential. There have that the opportunity is there and that you have
been structured various schoolrooms
so that all the tools that you will need to RECOGNIZE
ones can come into detailed understanding
of and OVERCOME your current limitations.
Many of you have left behind talents and
the various aspects of harnessing and controlling
abilities
so that you would have a “real”
this infinite creative potential.
The physical (third dimension) is but one, challenge, and so that you would not be easily
small, yet important, classroom or laboratory in distracted by the attention that your talents
which to explore.
You will find yourselves
would bring. This is to say that many ofyou are
surrounded
by ones facing similar challenges
experiencing
without the benefit
of your
whole self so that you will “fit in” and so that
upon any one level of experiencing.
Each is efforting to understand,
and thus you would be more focused on your personal
unlock, the doors of the mind that will lead to growth in very specific areas.
If that were not enough, you have also
ever greater and greater understanding
and
ability to utilize this INFINITE potential. Each chosen to take on the responsibility
of
will do so in a unique manner and approach
assisting your younger brothers through a
according to who they are and the purpose that turbulent time, as they are, for the most
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part, resistant to change. You are, in effect, way a necessary thing to do, but it can be quite
part of the team that is fulfilling
God’s helpful:
promise to send forth His Hosts and to
Light a white. candle.
spread the Word to any and all who will hear
White because it symbolizes purity.
The
and hopefully listen.
flame represents energy and it produces a natural
Many of our Ground Crew are under severe white light-and
it will dance around with a life
attack at this time. Many are dropping out and of its own.
not keeping up with the messages that will
See the flame and know that, with each
educate them about how to survive the upcoming flicker, the darkness is expelled from your space.
Planetary Transition.
Many are going through Know that all you have to do is look at the light
a cleansing period that will cause them to from the candle, and it will reaffirm your Light
confront the very demons that caused them to shielding and support your mental intention
stumble in the past. These are indeed trying, yet that the darkness be gone from your space.
quite valuable, opportunities
to grow past the This is but a helpful suggestion to any who feel
fears and move forward
that they are having
difficulty clearing, or
into understanding
and
keeping cleared, their
knowing.
There
shall
come
a
time
space.
Be thankful for ALL
in
this
life
experience
when
Allow
for
the
of your challenges, for
challenges
of this
even the smallest
of
you
will
be
inspired
to
offer
life’s
experiences
to
annoyances will provide
that which will quell the
present themselves to
you with insights about
you.
Know that you
self-imposed
the
confusioti
of
your
need each in order to
limitations
that you
neighbors
when
their
fulfill your goals and
have
placed
upon
manifest the true joy
yourselves.
Take time
world
and
reality
are
being
that comes from inner
to look at and analyze
shattered.
personal growth.
ever) these smallest of
Remember,
annoyances,
for when
please: YOU are the
you truly understand
what is causing the annoyance within you, you Light Workers who are manifesting
God’s
will no longer
manifest
the need for the promise to the world-even
if “all” you do aI
annoyance
and it will be gone from your the present moment is quietly read that which is
This is not to say that ALL offered.
experience.
There shall come a time in this life
annoyances or challenges will be gone. It is to
say that great value and insights can be gleaned experience when you will be inspired to offer
fromunderstanding
even the smallest ofbothers.
that which will quell the confusion of your
You shall be finding that the challenges you neighbors when their world and reality are
experience from here on out will continue to being shattered.
Right now, persistence and patience are the
grow, and you will have to keep up with the
ever intensifying
pressures of survival-both
keys to success because “sequences of events’
mentally and physically. If you find yourself in (not the ticking of a clock) dictate progressior
an overwhelmed state, then I, Sananda, suggest and unfoldment
of this Planetary Transitior
For many, that which is about tc
that you call upon The Light for balance and event.
guidance.
manifest
in your physical experience wil
For some of you, the challenge of focusing indeed SEEM to come upon them “as a thief ir
a thought is quite difficult, and many feel as the night”, for these ones continue to sleep ix
though they are simply not connecting with the their state of ignorance and illusion.
Inner Light Source. ,’
I am Esu Immanuel Sananda, One wit1
I will here offer a suggestion that will help Creator Source, come as promised.
In Ligh
you to focus upon The Light. This is NOT in any and in Love, blessings to you all. Salu!
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The story of the life of the one known a S
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md his disciple and scribe, Judas Iscariotb 1.
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betrayed Immanuel is revealed. Clarification i S
given concerning Immanuel’s life and teachings 6
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with Cosmic Beings-His Crucifixion, Resul 'w
mectionAnd His Journey After ResurrectionYarification Regarding God, The Creation, Th
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*THE GENEALOGICAL
TREE 0
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*Gabriel And The Pregnancy Of Mary
*The Birth Of Immanuel
*The Three Wisemen
*Baptism Of Immanuel
*Celestial Sons To Reveal Themselves
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New Caia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

1 (800) NEW-CKA ~~~7424!)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX
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L
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For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
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for speclflc rates as rates vary greatly.
l * When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.
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l*
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38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL.
4% THE TRILLION DOLLAR
THE HOLOCAUST .VOL.

76. SORTING THE PIECES VQL. IV

LIE
I
LIE
II

77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAPAROUNDAMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOO BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
41. THE DESTRUCT1oN OF A
PLANET-ZIONISM
IS RACISM
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
SINGLE Jormalg
ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
ARE SS.SO EACH; JO OR MORE Journufs ARE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
SS.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
85. SHOCK THERAPY
l l These marked
Joumuls are out of stock until
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
further
notice.
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
1. SJPAPU ODYSSEY
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
LEGION
JMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA
SO. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
Sl. TANGLED WEBS V0L.W
90. TAKING OFF THE BLIND4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
FOLD
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
91. FOOTSTEPS
INTO TRUTH
+*6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD
HELL
55. MARCHING TO ZION
WITH THE CROOKS
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
S7. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
OTHER PLAGUES
10. PRIVACY IN AFJSHBOWL
DIVINE PLAN VOLB
94. WINGING IT....
11. CRY OF THE PHOENJX
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
“12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX
THE PIT OF FIRE
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
,113. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three)
++14. RRPP-RAPE,
RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
BEAT!
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
LAND?
l * 15. RAPE OF TJJE CONSTITUTION
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN
*-Iti. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
62. CHAPARRAJ, SERENDIPITY
CONSPIRACY
+*17. TJJE NAJCED PHOENIX
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CON+*18. BLOOD AND ASHES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
TROL-TJJE RAZOR’S EDGE
s+19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND
+*30 THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
CEMENT CHILDREN
I
2 1. CREATION,TEE SACREDUNIVER8E
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
102. SACRED WISDOM
l*22. PLEIADESCONNECTIONVOL I
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
103. CONFRONT THE NOW
+*23. BURNT OFFERINGS
69. TATTERED PAGES
CREATE THE FUTURE
O-24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
104. FIRST STEPS
7 1. COALESCENCE
++2S. THE BITTER COMMUNION
105. AMERICA IN PERILAN
l*26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS THE
72. CANDLELIGHT
UNDERSTATEMENT!
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.1
ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY NAMJI: KJJAZARS
107. RJNG AROUND THE ROSIE..,
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL 74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UN130. TRACKJNG DOWN THE JULLE R
FOLDED VOL. II
5528. OPERATION SHANSTORM
“AND OTHER FORMS OF
+*29. END OF THE MASOUERADE
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